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Hud staYs lottery free 
esi-Life council to research, criteria 
. Huddleston Residential Assistant John Kelliher and the· 
Huddleston Hall ·Director during the Student Senate meeting 
Sunday night. (Craig Parker photo) . · · · 
By Elizabeth Cote between McSheehan' s Student 
Huddleston· residents can Senate council, Dean of Students · 
breath easier now that· they J. Gregg Sandborn and the 
know they won't be "lotteried Department of Residential Life 
out" of their dorm in this year's to come up with recommei;ida-
room draw. The Student Senate tions. This will give the Student 
voted down a bill Sunday which Senate guidelines that special 
would have revoked Huddles- interest housing must meet for 
ton's exemption from the lot- their exemption to be renewed. 
tery. · . McSheehan said Huddleston's 
A strong vote, 29 to 12, with exemption came under criticism 
three· abstentions, was a signal after several special interest 
-"for clarification on criteria" mini-dorms lost their exempt 
on which special housing is status last year. "I proposed (the 
evaluated for exemption status, bill to revoke Huddleston's 
according to Michael McShee- exemption) because it is a 
han, chairperson of the Stµden,t student concern," he said. 
Senate Residential Life Council. The specific concerns raised 
Huddleston Hall, whose at Sunday's meeting questioned 
theme is "24 hour quiet," is one whether Huddleston needs up-
of several special interest dorms perclassmen (those ·most likely 
S · k • k d which are exempt from the to be lotteried out) to maintain Pea er Pie e room draw process. Each year its theme, and whether Hud-. _ . , . · . approximately 300 upperclass dleston's programs· related to 
resident's names are drawn to its theme for the rest of the 
f d , t • · he moved out of U niv.ersity · campus. 0 r gra. ~-a I, .o·n housing.' Last year 12 (of 36) Huddleston RA,John Kelli-Huddleston residents were her, argued that the dorm be 
. drawn -but their names were allowed it's exemption because 
By Susa~ Fly1_1n · ).:~ chair~a~ :of 'r1iicJmme.n,ce- it 'taken ~ff{the lottery l,osers list · of the· necessity for leadership 
. Th C "' C • ment Committee said he is because of Huddleston s exemp- and role models to maintain 24 e ommenc~ment om- . tion · h · "I 11 d • d h mittee has selected Boston extremely exctted aQout the · . our qmet. rea y on t o t e 
GI b 1 • Ell G d selection of Goodman to speak The next few months of this · enforcing, its the other residents o e co umnist en oo - ·11 d' · 
k 'h d • at graduation semester wt see a 1scuss1on _ who keep it qui_et," he said. man, to spea at t e gra uat1on .. . .· . . . . 
ceremonies in December. Her witty distrnctive style 
Some senators disagreed. "I 
don't see that upperclassmen 
are necessary to keep quiet," said 
Monica Wells, chairperson of 
Health Services Council. . · 
. Other senators questioned the 
theme itself and its service to 
the comrriuniry. Karen Polak, 
. Mclauglin senator, asked why 
the all male dorm Lord was not 
exempt for its potential male 
theme. Polak also criticized 
Huddleston for not "letting -
people out there know" that the 
24 hour quiet is a theme avail-
able to. them by using the dorm 
lounge areas. -
However, Commuter Senator 
Todd Quinn said, "If you take 
away the exemption the theme 
will break down." 
Theme or not, several sena-
tors brought up the "housing 
crunch" prevelent on campus. 
Robert Rodler, chairperson of 
Judicial Affairs Council, cited 
several examples of students 
and senators in the ,room who 
contribute to the University 
community and still get lotteried . 
out. · 
"W ~ have a housing problem .. 
EXEMPTION, Page 8 
Goodman .graduated cum , and her writings _on iss~es that · 
laude from Radcliffe College in - concern stude~ts 1_s a °:a)O~ part 
1963. She spent one year, 1973- of her appeal, said D1bias10 
74 as a Nieman Fellow at The Commencement Com-
H;rvard. Goodman has been mitee, made up of twelve faculty, 
with the Boston Globe since students and staff, .recommends 
1967. to the presi~em a list of nam~s 
WUNH . music reviewed 
In 1980, Goodman received of_ s_ug~esttve spea~ers_, .said 
the Pulitzer Prize for distin- Dibiasw. The select10n is also 
guished commentary. Her syn- bas~d on suggestions made by 
dicated column now appears in student~ an~ faculty who pro-
325 .newspapers across -- the • pose _poteqp~l ~peakers t? the 
United States. president. Frnally, President 
"I write about different things Haaland ide~tifies certain per-
than other columnists. But I do sons he believes would be an 
it ou~ of a sense of good news asse~ to the _cer_monies ~efore 
judgement " said Goodman in the fmal choICe 1s determmed. 
1978. ' According to Warner Jones, 
Daniel Dibiasio, executive GOODMAN, pag~ 10 
assistant to the president and 
Concepts approved 
despite criticism. 
By Susan Smith ' 
Despite problems with the 
overall performance of the 
student run organizations 
MUSO (Memorial Union Stu-
dent Organiza(ion) and SCOPE 
(Student Committee on Popular 
Entertainment) the Student 
Senate passed the concepts for 
both groups unaminously at the 
Senate meeting Sunday night. 
The approval of the concept 
is the first step necessary to 
· receiv.e Student Activity Fee 
funds for the 88' -82' school year. 
The concept is a list of basic 
goals for the student organiza-
tion. 
According to SAFC member . 
Chris 'Germain~ some mistake~ 
werC:: made this year in both 
\· groups, .especially in MU~O. 
These mistakes reflect po~rly 
on the management of these 
organization which handle sig-
. nif icant amounts of student . 
funds. 
This year MUSO received· 
$70,000 from the SAFC fund 
and SCOPE received $58,000. ' 
One _of the problems that the 
Senate has had with MUSO is 
the complete lack ·of dances 
during the first three weeks of 
1 the school year said Germain. 
MUSO is responsible for put-
ting on dances in the MUB Pub. 
Senator Michael McSheehan, 
of the Resdiential Life Council, 
said that the lack of dances were 
a major concern. He said that 
the first three weeks of the 
CONCEPTS, page 10 · 
/ 
Laura Trace, the Genearal Manager of WUNH. (Mark Hamilton 
photo) 
By Elizabeth Cote 
WUNH, the U nivershy's . 
·student radio station, may have 
-to look into expanding its 
programing to include ToR40 
music if an ammendment to its 
concept (statement of purpose) 
is passed at next Sunday's Stu-
dent S~nate meeting. 
Sena for Robert Rodler has 
proposed wording changes to 
the WUNH concept and added 
a stipulation which would re-
quire the station to put into a 
writing an agreement to con-
sider more 'mainstream'' music. 
.The debate over WUNH' s 
programing came about during 
discussion of the station's con-
cept, which must be passed each 
year by the Student Activity Fee 
Council and then the full Senate. 
Laura Trace, general manager 
at WUNH, is strongly against 
adding Top 40 to the program-
ming. She said other seacoast 
area commercial stations all 
ready play mainstream music 
and that Top 40 programming 
-would hurt WUNH' s reputation 
as-one of the best 20 college 
radio stations. 
"We are trying to provide as 
diverse a · program as we can 
without including things on 
other stations," Trace said. 
She said she doesn't think 
WUNH, Page 11 
INSIDE Sawyer Hall hci$1wo new RA's to replace those who resigned last month. See story on page 3. 
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Children have a ball at Student run carniv·a) 
By Kellie Wardman 
A small graup of 557 Leisure 
Management and Tourism stu-
dents designed and carried out 
a November Rest Carnival on 
Saturd11,y a/ ternoon, for grades 
K-5. All proceeds form the 
tickets went to the Oyster River 
Elementary-School. 
of him on the ground rested a 
round, clear, glass ball. 
· "Put your hands on this ball," 
he said to her. He told het that · 
she would travel far away to . 
many lands, and that she wuuld 
also become a famous soccer 
player . . 
"You will be very happy later 
on in life, '. ' the prophet said. 
After he was finished., she 
. jumped up, t:xcited to go teH her . 
mother. 
'Ten minutes later, Sharon 
had a hea.rt on her left cheek, 
a yellow diarriond on her right 
cheek, and a blue dot on her 
nose. She had been very good 
while she ·was being painted; 
she hadn't moved at all. 
"You look great," the painter 
had said. , . 
Sharon held her mother's 
hand tightly, as they followed 
the other parents and children 
walking down the ·stairs that 
would take them to the carnival. 
She gave a dollar at the ticket 
booth, and put her four tickets 
safely in her Cabbage Patch 
purse, as her mother led her 
through the large doors. She 
looked lost at first, the huge 
room was decorated· with 
hundreds of oright balloons and 
streamers. 
There must have been more . 
than 50 kids there; but after a 
mintue she saw Kim and Sarah, 
and Billy, and some other kids 
from her class. 
They walked around the room 
as her mother pointed out and 
explained the different games. 
There was a Plinko game, and 
face painting, and bubble blow-
ing, and a sponge toss, and 
bowling. Sharon-decided she 
wanted to have her fortune told 
first, so she crawled into the 
swami tent. The swami sat in 
of her, material wrapped around 
his head and body, and in front 
Her face foil of popcorn and 
orange drink, Sharon gave a _ 
ticket to the sponge throwing · 
booth. She took a sponge out 
of the bucket, careful not to 
squeeze too much water out of 
CIRCUS,' ,Page 9 
,iNEWS IN. BRIEF 
~ . 
Man 'goes berserk', 
stabs five worshippers 
A homeless man who stabbbed five worshippers . 
during Mass at a Fort Worth cathedral and was 
charged with attempted murder remained in critical 
condition yesterday from knife wounds apparently 
suffered when ushers tackled him, officials said. 
«Oh God, oh God, oh God!" the 28-year-old man 
whose name would not be released by authorities 
cried as he was wrestled to the floor of St. Patrick 
. Cathedral on Sunday morning, witnesses said. 
The man, who was well known to officials at local 
shelters for the homeles·s, arrived for the first of 
three Masses that- morning and· was pointed out 
to ushers after the second Mass when one parishoner, 
a police officer, had said the man seemed potentially 
dangerous. · 
~According to the Rev. Gonzalo Morales, the man 
hurried ·up the center aisle shortly after the 11 a.m. 
Mass began, carrying his bag and somethng concealed 
in paper. After refusing the request of an usher 
to leave, the man began struggling with ushers 
and parishoners, stabbing five worshippers and 
then, accidentally, himself. 
During the struggle, Morales "s~gnalled the 
organist to play some music," and .began reading 
from the Bible. Afterward, Morales said "much 
like the Holy Father, Pope John Paul, went to pray 
for his assailant, we prayed for him too." 
) 
Bowl bids go out .· 
around the c~untry .. -: · : . · 
The Oklahoma Sooners regained thetr number 
one ranking ,and Big Eight title from Nebraska this 
past ·weekend by beating the Cornhuskers 17-7 on 
Saturday, while also accepting ~ bid to'-the Orange 
Bowl for the fourth straight year, going up against 
No. 3-ranked Miami in what may be a possible 
showdown for the number one spot in college 
football. 
Nebraska, 9-1, will play Florida State in the Fiesta 
_ Bowl on New .Year's Day. 
. . In other bowl news, Southern Cal upset UCLA 
. for a trip to the Rose Bowl against Michigan State, 
and the Sugar Bowl confirmed an open secret 
Saturday by choosing sixth-ranked Syracuse to face 
the Southeastern Conference champion on January 
lsL · 
Th_e bowl season officially b~gin~/ with the 
California Bowl on December 12 with Eastern 
Michigan pitted against San Jose State . . 
Cigarette linked to 
London subway blaze 
. A discarded cigarette falling through a gap in 
a wooden escalator's slatted steps probably sparked 
last week's' subway station inferno in London that 
killed 30 people, the Daily Telegraph said yesterday. 
Police said they have pinpointed the cause of 
Wednesday's fire at King's Cross subway station, 
but would release preliminary details of the 
irtvestigati?n only if permission is gr~nted by a 
coroner. 
The London paper quoted unidentified polic_e 
sources as saying the cause of the inferno prol5ably 
was a cigarette that fell into a grease-coated 
mechanism littered with debris. Another newspaper 
reported that the pre-World War II escalator had 
repeated mechanical problems and twice gave off 
smoke earlier this m'onth. 
-The Times of London reported the escalator, .. 
installed 48 years ago, "had be-en repaired on 
countless occasions [and]. .. was patched up again" 
after two minor fires on November 7 and 11. 
Smoking has been banned in Underground stations 
and trains since January 1985, but the ban is often 
ignored. · . 
An inquiry into the deaths opens today. 
Plane lands safely 
despite death of pilot 
, An American Airlines. pilot suffered . a fa,t~l . hea_rt 
attack while attempting to land a DC-10 jumbo 
jet with 94 people aboard Saturday, but the co-pilot 
took the controls and managed to land the plane 
safely, the airline reported. 
Captain Don Ely, 51, slumped over the controls 
as. Fligh( 612 from Chicago was about 50 feet above · 
the runway at Newark International Airport. Co-
piolt Tom Meeker told airport police he then 
assumed the controls and was able to land the plane 
without damage or injury to the 10-member crew 
or 83 passengers aboard. It was not clear whether 
Meeker took over before the <;raft reached the ground 
or when it was speeding down ' the runway. The 
matter is presently under investigation. · 
A crew member made an announcement "con-
cerning the slightly rough ride into the terminal 
and putting on the . brakes," said American Airlines 
spokesman Lee Elsesser, but he did not believe 




About 1,000 Cuban inmates who took rriore than 
30 prison employees hostage at a federal detention 
center in Oakdale, Louisiana, released some captives 
and admitted television crews Sunday but refused 
to surrender without assurances the/would not 
be deported under a new U.s.·-Cuban agreement , 
officials said. · 
Warden J :R. Johnson said· he could make no such • 
guarantee. · 
"There is a great deal of activity right now, and 
apparently negotiations have reached a very 
concentrated phase ... meaning there is a smaller 
group of detainees and a smaller contingent of 
negotiators," Immigration and N aturaliz~tion 
Service spokesmap. Mario Ortiz said. Between 20 
and 30 prisoners had surrendered by Sunday 
afternoon, Ortiz added. · 
Twelve people we"re slightly 'injured during the 
rampage, but the prisoners _have said they would 
not harm the hostages, according to Johnson. "Six • 
or seven" hostages were released ea'rlier by the 
1 
prisone_rs, who wete armed with clubs and home-
made weapons, said Ortiz. · 
Johnson _said officials would not storm the 47-
acre medium security prison, located 225 miles west 
of New Orleans, so long as the, hostages were safe. 
Study finds citizens 
lack geographic skills 
UNH professor William Wallace argues tpat 
Americans might understand their country's foriegn 
poliG:y better if they knew exactly where that policy 
was being implemented, and contends that a large 
percentage of U.S . citizens are geographically 
illiterate. · · ·· 
A re·cent survey of college freshmen showed 95 
percent could not locate Vietnam on a wo_rld map, 
and another poll found 63 percent of American 
adults could not name the two countries · involved 
in the Strategic Arms LimitatioO: Talks. 
Wallace said that a recent emphasis on "relevant" 
education has tended to overlook the geographical 
facts -and figures important in understanding current 
events. 
"The United States gets involved in places like 
the Persian Gulf, but Americans have no idea where 
the Persian Gulf is,. or why it's important," Wallace 
said. · · · 
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Sawyer .Hall hires two RAs 
By Pamela DeKoning Marieb, "they -worked very well 
In response to the recent together this weekend in· re -
.. resignations of Sawyer Hall sponding to the fire. They were 
- RA's Karen Bradley and Neil very calm and made very smart 
Bettez, two ne~ RA's, Trisha decisions." 
Rice and Stephen Brand were According to Rice, at about 
hired last weekend. 2 a.m. the second floor phone 
The hiring process · began list and third floor b-;.illetin board 
with applications for one week were set on fire, and two small 
after the resignations of Bradley ' fires were set in the laundry 
and Bettez. This was followed room. A first floor resident 
by a week of interviews between extinguished the laundry room 
applicants, Marieb, a Smith RA, fires. 
and various Sawyer residents, "Everything went smoothly," 
said Marieb. she said. 
On Friday November 13, Rice Residents were evacuated to 
and Brand were notified of their the lobby of Stoke because of 
positions. They moved in on the temperature. 
Saturday and began work on According to a Sawyer new-
Sunday, according to Marieb. sletter, there are clues as to who 
"The student interviews went is responsible for the fires, but 
very well, they asked excellent .more information is needed. -
questions and their evaluations 'Tm very pleased with the 
were helpful in 11,aking a deci- way they (the staff) has come· 
sion," said Marieb, who tr;.!;n.ed together this weekend in re-
the residents in interview skiLls sponding to the fire. They we_re 
before the actual interviews. very calm and made very smart 
"The student interviews were decisions," said Marieb. "How 
a really good idea,", said Trisha . well ·they've worked together 
Rice, "the residents were here makes rrie see it's going to be 
already, it's good to give them a very good year in Sawyer Hall 
a say in who's going to live here. after all," she added. 
I've moved onto their floor, and According rn Marieb, both 
I have to become a part of the RA's have had floor meetings 
floor." that went over well. "They've 
Before the hiring, Sawyer was both come in and went right out 
operating with only two staff and have done a really good job. 
members, new Hall Director They have a very p_ositive at-
Claudia Marieb and RA Jennifer titude," she said. 
Batchelder. Rice is a junior math major, 
· "The staff has come together ~ and editor of The Granite year-
ery well in just a . week."· saicl hook . She is from Scotia. NY 
and lived in Fairchild for two 
years before moving to Strafford 
Manor at the begining of this -
sem~ster. Stephen Brand was 
a third floor Sawyer resident. 
He was unavailable for com-
ment. 
Resident reaction has been 
mixed: Ian Ide said, "She's 
(Trisha) good, but you never 
see her, not th.at there'~ any-
thing wrong with that, but she 
does seem intimidated." 
· Dan Laporte said, "She's 
doing a good job coming into 
a difficult situation. !twas a little 
noisier without the RA's, .but 
I don't think it was bothersome-'-' 
"More people hung out in the 
halls, it was louder but not out 
of control, there was always a 
lot of Public Safety coming 
through the building," said Kim 
Foley. 
Marieb said "It's probably · 
hard for students not to (make 
comparisons to past RA's), but -
the residents have beeri very 
a<::cepting of the new RA's." 
Rice said, "No one said an-
ything (in corpparison). People 
are intelligent enough to realize 
I'm a different person .. I had 
nothi_gg to do with the past 
situation, and people know 
that." 
Publi_city from Bradley and 
Bettez' s forced resignations 
hasn't bothered her. _ 
"I think it's easier for me 
coming off campust she said. 
The heated battle between two groups of campus activist~ fead _to this spray·painted message 
on a MUB wall. _(Craig Parker photo) 
University Police report 
By Chris Pollet 
University Police had a rel-
atively quiet weekend respond-
irig to a limited number of 
incidents. 
'0 n Thursda'y November 
19th, a inale student was arrest-
ed on a charge of simple arrest 
stemmingfrom an incident with 
another male student. The vic-
tim · of the assault received 
injuries to the eye, the cheek, 
aiid the nose. The assailant is 
due to app'ear· ih . cou r·t on 
December 8th. · illegal possession of a controlled 
Another st.udent was charged substance (marijua1?,a) on the 
with DWI on Thursday after 22nd. The case is unqer further 
driving through _two intersec- investigation and the subject 
tions, failing to stop, and driving will appear in court on De-
on Main Street in an erratic cember 8th. 
-manner. Bail was set at $400 and Seven students were charged 
the student will appear in court with illega.l possession of alco-
on December 8th. · ·hol throughout th~s period. , 
Michael J. Elwell of Vernon, ·. Reported theft during this 
Vermont was charged with . per.iod resulted in approximate-
DWI at 12:30 on the 22nd . . ·, · i,y,$2300 ,wo-rth of stolen prop-
A ~t~d~nt ,;_v as charge:9 ,v.;itf:i . , -fnY: 
This chalked message on a telephone pole is one of many around 
campus trying to raise student awareness of arms control. (Craig 
Parker photo.) 
Committees plan to 
review orientation 
. By Beth Severance 
Due to the extensive criticism 
over freshmen orientation two 
committees have been formed 
to deal with the changes which 
are expected in the program 
_next y~ar. 
Emily,..Moore-,...?ssistant dean 
of students, explained that a 
smaller committee of about 
eight refers to itself as June '88 
. and ·concerns itself exclusively 
with freshmen orientation·. A 
larger committee of twenty will 
look to directing the freshmen . 
throughout the first semester. 
Carolyn McLean was among 
the freshmen who were not 
impressed with orientation this 
year, "Changes 'i'n the orienta-
tion progra,m are n~eded. All 
they talked about was drinking, 
partying and the rape problem. 
while giving very little help in 
picking out classes·. I was left 
with a bad image of UNH." 
Kim Varney, a student 
member of the committee which 
will work _to change the fresh-
men orientc1tion . said they 
"want to focus on classes instead · 
· of social life, waiting until 
freshmen arrive early f9-r the 
aspects of campus life." ·· 
The committee is also con-
sidering bringing iI].coming 
freshmen to UNH a day early 
so that they might become more 
familiar with the campus and-
the academic aspects of our 
school. 
The committee concerned 
with long-range decisions is , 
considering a faculty mentor 
program where about 20 stu-
dents would meet with one 
faculty m_ember during times 
when freshmen might need 
some guidance. These times 
would go from pre.,registration 
to firials. · 
Other possibilities include a 
one credit course offered to 
randomly picked freshme!). The 
classes would be small in size, 
about 20-25 students and, as 
Moore described, would "assist 
the freshmen in becoming suc-
cessful students at UNH." 
Thanksgiving early 
for honie residents 
By Susan Davis - was originally scheduled for 
Thanksgiving came early last ·' Ve'teran's -Day, but needed to 
Saturday as St. Thomas Mor~ , , be postponed because of snow. 
Church in Durham held a dinner · ' Junior Marcy Myler, is part 
for nursing home residents. . of the Leisury Management 
. Freezing temperatures· did program at UNH. Planning the 
not stop thirty-five elderly dinner was part of a class 
residents from attending the · project. 
event, planned bv UNH Leisure "We called up the·CSO with 
Management students, and vo- · our idea, and found out that they 
lunteers from the St. Thomas field a simifar ev~nt every year, 
Catholic Student Organization. and we asked if we could take 
Students cooked turkey, mashed over the project," she said. 
potatoes, yams and :apple pie The residents are from the 
for residents of a Dover nursing Riverside Nu.rsing Home in 
home. . Dover. Volunteers came over 
The event is held every year to cook at 12 p.m., and served 
by the Catho_lic Student Organ- dinner at four. 
ization, but this year, Leisure According to Je~nne We-
Management students took over therby, Assistant Chaplain of 
theevent,planning,,cookingand_ St. · Thomas More, the ·cso 
serving the dinner ,-while 1CSO members and the Leisure Man-
volunteers helped chit: Obly' half age merit students en joyed work-
oftne amount scheduled showed- 'oiNNER Page '7 
.. up because-of:the-cold, The.event,. /. ,~ .\ _-,,·. . ~ ... 
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ON THE SPOT 
What has this year brought that you 
can be thankful for onThanksg'iving . day? 
ff I'm thankful that my · 
amity is happy and 
ea/thy. That's all_ that 




fTm thankful that all my 
close relatives are still in 
good health and that I 
ha~e great friends to spend 




ffI'm thankful_ that I'm · 
· doing well in school and 





.. . fTm' th~nkful to be alive 
. right now and tha_t World 







• 1.t· I. f 'I\ ( 
ART FEST 
- in celebration of the cultural heritage and creativity . of all women 
" .. ' 
Tuesday·&, Wednesday, .December I & 2, 198T. 
Strafford Roo~; .Memorial Union Building 
·University of New .Hampshire 
Visual Arts Display 
Tuesday, . December I, fO AM~S -PM . 
. Wednesday, December 2, 10 AM-10 PM 
Performing Arts -Wednesday, December 2, 7 PM 
(Studi~nts: Free . General' Public $2) 
j 
sponsored by th.e UNH Womyn's Center 
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Charter bestowed upon ATO 
By Chris Paulson 
Saturday night, exactly 70 
years after Alpha Tau Omega's 
(ATO) 0riginal installment on 
the campus of UNH, the fra-
ternity regained its charter. 
During a dinner party at the 
New England Center, Robert 
Simonds, president of ATO's 
_ national headquarters, present-
ed ATO with its charter. 
Until Saturday, the members 
of A TO had been living together 
as a -colony, the state all new 
fraternities must go through 
before becoming recognized by 
the national headquarters. 
A TO, which was first estab--
lished at the university in 1917, 
· lost its charter in the spring of 
1981. "National felt we had 
fallen under their standards 
financially and we were not 
meeting house requirements," 
said brother Scott Myer. · 
Myer said once the fraternity 
regained the charter they im-
mediately became recognized 
by the University. Myer said 
Dean William Kidder was at the 
dinner to represent the U niver-
sity. _ 
Myer said there was also a 
scholarship awarded by the 
fraternity to the amount of $850. 
This scholarship will be 
awarded annually to the most 
needy member of A TO. The 
scholarship was-given in the 
name-of Tom Fisher, the house's 
faculty advisor, said Myer. · 
"-Saturday was a yery emo-
tional day-,'' said ATO brother 
Paul Sweeney. '] n the morning · 
we were individually initiated 
as brothers, and in the afternoon 
we received our charter," said 
Sweeney. 
· The original idea t© recharter 
the UNH chapter was sparked 
by Tim Sanborn, president of 
the Gamma Theta Corporation 
which owns the house. He said 
he madee efforts to re-establish 
the fraternity. 
_ "I had alot of pride in the 
.];iouse and I wanted to try and 
start up the fraternity again," 
ATO brothers display th~ fraternity's certificate proving its 
national charter. (Kim Hartman phQto) 
said Sanborn,' a 1978 ATO with no guarantees into the 
·alumni and UNH graduate., · Greek system, worked out their 
After a meeting in July of internal problem_s, and estab-
1985 on whether to re-establish lished their identity." 
the house, Gamma The.ta Now this .charter tops off 
formed a fund raising commit- their work, he said. 
tee, sent out recruiters on cam- "It's a terribly exciting mo-
pus, and started having meet- ment for these men," said 
ings Sunday nights at the MUB Fisher. 
to all those who were interested, 'Tm absolutely delighted to . 
said Sanborn. recharter. this houseitoday," said 
"Alpha Tau Omega received Robert Simonds, President of 
the approval of the Inter- the national chapter. "Tonight 
Fraternity Council for becoming was a dynamite finish for this 
an interest group in October of group of young men." 
1985," said Todd Delany, House Dean William Kidder, who 
Mangager of ATO. "And after represented the University at 
,· proving ourselve~ to the na- the dinner said, "The school is 
tional chapter by performing very supportive of Alpha Tau 
certain functions like electing Omega's appearance on cam-
officers, establishing by laws, pus.-" 
and holding fund raise·rs, we Kidder said, "Alpha Tau 
became a colony in May of Omega has had a long history 
1986." on campus and there are 
1
a lot 
Professor Tom Fisher, the of ATO alumni happy to-see the 
faculty advisor to the house, said, return of the fraternity on 
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51 Mai.n Street 
Durham 
868-6322 
FRIDAY, D~CEMBER 4 
LAST DAY an announced oral or written exam may be given 
before final exam period. _ 
UNH CRAFTS FAIR - 45 of New Englands finest artists 
will exhibi_t and sell pottery, stt:1ined glass ornaments jewelry, 
toys; clothmg, and more·. Grantte State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. 
to 8 p.m. 
NARRATION - "Lady ·Nurse 1862." A dramatic narration 
on thrilling tales and daring~xploits of a Dov.er, NH Civil 
War Nurse's adventures in Washington, D.C. by Professor 
Joan Tomasi, Dept. of Nursing. Forum Room, Library, noon. 
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINARR - "A Rationale for 
Humanities Research on Foreign Cultures." Richard Ekman, 
' National Endowment for ·the Humanities. Alumni Center, 
4~m. . 
UNH OPERA WORKSHOP - Amahl and th; Night Vistors; 
Johnson Theater, _Paul Arts, 7 p.m. 
. . -.J,,..,. -- _.., 
i 'he New hampshire (USPS 379-280) is publi~i,td a,,d ct ,,c;ibu..ed strni-wccKly 
· . throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the Memorial 
Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business Ofice hours: Monday-
Friday 10am-3pm. Academic year subscription: $24.00. Third class postage 
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day . 
The_ New Hampshjre will in no case be responsible for typographical or other 
e~rors, but will reprint that part of an advertisment in which a typographical 
error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes 
to The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed 
per issue by Journal Tribune, Biddeford,. Maine. 
CALENDAR . 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - "The Idea of Covenant 
in the Old Testament," Rabbi Jonathan Girard, Temple Israel, 
Dover. Room 201; Murkla~d, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
FILM - "Killing Us Softly," a docuhlentary a-bout women 
in the me_dia . Sponsored by Women·~ Center. Hillsbo~ 
rough/ Sullivan Room, MUB, 12:45 p .m. · . · 
SPANISH/ PORTUGUESE FILM SERIES - "Cria!" Room 
303,Jamesf 4-6 p.m., $1 . 
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES - Faculty_ Woodwind Quintet. 
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m., free, open to public. 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26 
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27 
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. ·Colorado College. Snively Arena, 
7 p.m. . - - _ 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER28 
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Denver. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.· 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 29 
MUSO FILM - "East of Eden." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30 
CLASSES RESUME. 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - "What's New in the 
New Testamem," Rev. Joseph E. Desmond, Former Catholic 
Chaplain. Room 201, Murkland, Ir a.m. t,o 12:30 p.m. · _ 
FRENCH & ITALIAN FILM SERIES,. "Night of the Shooting 
_ Stars." Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL ,- .vs. Rhode Island. Field House, 
7: 30 p.m. _ - _ 
YEAR OF THE PRESIDENCY PROGRAM - Daniel Short, 
senior news analyst for National Public Radio, will discuss 
"The Presidency and the Media." Granite State,,.Room, MUB, 
7:30 p.m., free: · . 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2 
UNH OPERA WROKSHOP - Amahl and the Night Vistors, 
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 11 a.m. - _ -
F_RE~CH & ITALIAN FILM SERIES - "Night of the Shooting 
Stars. Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1. -
WORKSHOP - "Personal' Transformation through Move- · 
ment." Presented by Wendy Quinn,. Dance and Family 
Therapist working with Substance Abuse. (Sponsored by 
UNH Bahai Club). Merrimack Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m. 
CHRISTMAS CONCERT - UNH Flute Choir. University 
Art Gallery, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. . . 
YEAR OF THE PRESIDENCY PROGRAM - Democratic 
Pre~idential candidate, Gover!lor Mi~hael Dukakis, will speak 
on The Nature of the Presidency, Johnson Theater, Paul 
Arts, 8:30 p.m. · _ -_ 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3 
UNi-I CRAFTS,FAIR - 45 of New Englands· finest artists 
will exhibit and sell pottery, stained glass ornaments, jewelry, 
toys, clothing, and more. Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. 
to 8 p.m. 
UNH OPERA WORKSHOP - Amahl and the .Night Visitors, 
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 11 a.m. _ 
ARJ' G}.i.LLERIES BROWN_BAG SERIES - Holiday ~oncert: 
Umvefsity of New -Hampshire Horn Quartet. Galleries, Paul 
Arts,noon. · 
YEAR OF THE PRESEIDENCY PROGRAM - Democratic 
Presidential candidate,-Senator Al Gore, will s_peak on "The 
Nature of the Presidency." Strafford Room, 12:30 p.m. · 
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM - "Writing as Thinking: 
Using _Writing Assignments i9- Psychology qasses." Thomas -
Newk1rk & Becky Rule, English, UNH, Room 101, Conant 
Hall, 3:40 p.m. 
EAR TH SCIENCES COLLOQUIA - "Iron Reduction in 
Sediments in Great· Bay," by Ms. Karen Wedlock and Dr. 
~ark Hines, UNH earth scientists. Room 119, James, 4 p.m. 
.WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - vs . Connecticut. Field House, 
7 p.m. . . 
MUSO FILM - "Outrageous Fortune." Straff~rd Room, MUB, 
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. · 
\_ . 
UNH JAZZ BANp AND THE SEACOJ\ST BIG _BAND -
Featurmg gue~t ar~ist and composer Bob Mmtzer, saxophone, 
• Dave Seiler, d1rectmg. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p .m. ·_ 
'.f 
r. 
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OUCES .f i:aternities beJ:P ,, ... 
i-,.A~CA· D--E ... M.IC-■.--..-~-....................... U_N_H __ ,W- OM- EN_ '_S -N-ET- W .. _ O- R- ,.K- .. -BR_ E __ A_K_F .. AS_1_< .if''. feed ''hun9TY'<>f Nll 
, GRADUATION CEREMONY: Listing of students · , Spops9red ' by Wpmen's Commission . Jeanne 
who_ have filed an intent-to-graduate card for -Shaheen-; Political Consultant, will speak on 
December .1987-is now pos t:ed in the Re,gist-rar 's ·'. 'Women's-Issues and the Presidential Candidates : 
Office. Students who plan to gradu.ate but are not -What to Ask the Candidates." Frid~y, D~c~mbt'.r 
on the list shoulp contact a. member of the grad4ation . 4, Hillsborough/ Sullivan Reom, MUB, 8-9:30 a.m., 
staff. · · . ·· · - $3, continental breakfast. RSVP by noon, November 
- ATHLETICS AND REC~EA TldN 
RECEPTION FOR WOMEN ATHLETES: Spon-
. sored by UNH President's Commission on the 
Status of Women. Show your support for women's 
athletics and join us Thursday, December 26 in 
Conference Room, Field H_ouse, 4-6 p.m. Free ticke~s 
available for UNH women's basketball game against 
Univ:ersity of Conn. at 7 p.m. following reception. 
Everyone is invited. RSVP to Women's Commission 
at 862-1058 by November 30. -
CAREER 
- . 
· CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: Sponsored 
by 'Career P lanning & Placement. Not sure_ where 
your career is headed? SmaJl-group (limit 10) . 
workshop is designed to help you assess skills, 
- interests ·and values. Tuesday, December 1, Room 
203, Huddleston, 4:30:6:30 p.m. Sign-up basis only, 
Room 203, Huddleston. 
BANDING/ FINANCE CAREER NIGHT: Spon-
sored by Career Planning & Placement. 4 panelists; 
a controller (Digital Equipment Corp.), a financial 
analyst (governor's office), a mortgage officer 
(Durham Bank), and a bank branch administrator 
(Durham Bank). Ex_plore a potential career and/o·r 
help your job search. Tuesdi,iy, December 1, Forum 
. Room, Library, 7-9 p.m. 
q:HIR RECRUITER LIST: ·Seniors! Reminder that 
the third recruiter Jist is now available . . It covers 
companies coming to campus during the first 3 
weeks in February. Pre-screening deadline is Friday, 
peember, Room 203, Huddleston. 
GENERAL 
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: A non-profit organ-
ization selling goods at lower prices that privately-
owned retail stores. 'Natural and organic foods, 
fresh breads and pastas, imported cheeses, snacks, 
sodas, shampoos, soaps and more. You are welcome 
30_, Vicki Fass, Women's Commission, 862-1058. 
W:INTER'S EVENING CONCERT: Join the New 
Hamspire Notables and their guests for an evening 
of a capella music and winter frolic. Saturday, 
December 5, Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m., students 
$.2, general. $3. . . 
FITNESS CERTIFICATES: The Dept. of Recrea-
tional Sports is offering a new idea for your 
Christmas list- Fitness Certifica_tes. Aerobics, · 
Aquacize, Swim Fitness and Stroke Training, 
Women's .Weight Tra-ining and the Youth Swim 
Program will be offered nex.t semester. A great 
stocking stuffer for your roommate, spouse, 
teacher/ instructor, employee or child and a healthy 
. opportunity to have fun and get fit. May: be' 
purchased in Room 151, Field House, 8-4 thro~1gh · 
December 31:·1987 
. . l . 
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE: "It will be a "Dickens" 
·of a Christmas" will be th:e theme for· the blood -
driye to be held Monday, December.7 through 
Friday, December 11, Granite State Roorn, MUB, 
noon to 5 p.m. 
HEALTH 
AL~ANON · MEETING (OPEN): Individuals-
affected by another's use of alcohol or other drugs. 
Mondays, Room 21, Library, noon to 1 ·p.m. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING -
(OPEN): For individuals concerned about the it 
drin_ki•ng or drug use . Monday, Tuesdays, Wed-
nesdays and Thursdays, Hood House, noon to 1 
p.m. 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLIC MEET-
lNGS: For individuals who have been affected by 
their parents d_rinking. Thursdays, Hood House, 
1-2 p.m. 
By Bob Klemme \ 
Service ·fratemity 'Alpha Phi 
Omega and social fraternity 
Sigma Phi Epsilon combined 
efforts for the first time S·a:t-
urday during a food dri.~~ 
benefit needy peop-le in th~ a_rea. 
The drive took place at the Shop 
and Save in Dover and at the 
Purity Supreme in Rocheiter. 
Proceeds were donated to 
local charities as part of New 
Hampshire Hunger Week 
wh,ich ,.extends until.the 29th 
of November: 
. Just under $300 was cqllected 
_in cash do-nat ions, alon g with 
1200 cans of footl ,A0 (5_ lb) 
potaro bags, ahd '-21 (20 lb) 
_. t4rkeys, according to APO fel- · 
. lowship vi'ce president Scof_rA. · 
Fi.tz~JJiic~food was do-
·"h'atea to St. Joseph Church of 
Dover, Opera~ion .Blessing, of 
Kittery, Maine and the Dover 
Cooperative Min.istries; -all of 
whom will distribute the goods. 
·. Fitzmaurice said th.e project 
was "serving people of all 
religious beliefs," des.pite do-
nations to the church. The cash 
donations were pass~d on ·to the 
Hand to Hand hunger organ-
ization: which is in cha,fge of-the 
N.H. Hunger Week, The to.t:al . 
was well short of Fitzmaurice' s 
admittedly high goa-1 of $5000 
worth of food and don;tions. · 
collected· virtually nothiqg: 
At -Purity Supreme the group 
wa·s only allowed to stay from 
-.8 until. noon, even though· the 
original agreed Upon time was 
supposed to be 5 p.m., said 
Fitzmaurice. 
He said the manager asked 
them to leave because the table 
·ar' which the . students · were 
· W-?rkirig_ looked ,unprofessional. 
The· idea .of. feeding the hungry 
is important, net how- pi;:ofes-
sional the table looks, contiimed 
Fitzmaurice. 
After the problems with the 
other two stores, Fitzmaurice 
only had praise'for Shop and 
Sa:ve whefr "inost of the foo<:l 
-came from. He :said the {Ilan-
ager; Doreen Lewis,·· was a 
"fantastic" help. 
Alpha Phi Omega president.: 
Michele Kirschb.:i,um said that 
overall ' the project was a "total 
success" but they cou"ld have 
· tripl€d the number of donatiqns 
·if the tables · at the other stores 
were· effective. . ~- - - . 
Alexander said that '.despite 
the trying circumstance.s they . 
were forced to deal with thte food· 
-drive .was art enormous . success. 
"1,200 cans is a lot of food, 
afld I'm sure it will help many 
New Hampshire residep.ts have 
a happy Thanksgiving instead 
of a hungry Thanksgiving," he 
saitl. 
,,., to join or simply shop. Store hours: Tuesdays and 
, Wednesdays, R~c'. Room, Hubbard Hall, 4:30-7 
p.11). 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOM-
EN ONLY): Women concerned about their drinking 
or drug use. F,ridays, Hood House, noon to-· 1 p.m. 
j C • ' ' 
MEETINGS , 
The project was also rd be set 
up at the Shaw's Supermarket 
in the Newington Mall, but due 
to a commu·nicatiort mix-up 
·with the managers of the store, 
the group· was ·only atlowed to 
set up their table inside the mall, 
away frorri -the regular flow of 
shoppers, said Sig Ep Commun-
ity0 S~rvice _ chairman Bryan 
Alexander. They wer.e not al-
lowed to di.stribute their pain-
phlets· which requested that 
shoppers buy an additional food 
f ommendng on the first joint 
project Qetween-APO and a 
social fraternity; Alex.ander .said 
"everyone got ·along g,rea:r;" and 
that APO js a . ·~really mot ivat ed 
group on campus." 
B.R.E.A.K. (BAG-IT, RELAX, EAT AND CON-
NECT): Sponsored by Non-TraditionaJ Student 
Center. A lunch group for students who are divorced 
or separated, or just think about it. Wednesdays, 
Non-Traditional Student Center, 11 :30 a.m. to 
1 p.m., bring your lunch. · 
PIZZA LUNCHES: Join the Pizza for Lunch Bunch _ 
on Fridays from noon to 1 p.m. at Non-Traditional 
Student Center. Pizza available at $1 per slice. 
HANUKKAH DINNER: Sponsored by Hilel, 
UNH's Jewish Student Organization, Program 
will include: Two guest speakers, candle lighting 
ceremony, dreidle games. Free Dreidle to first lQ00 
stndents and/ or guests. Watch Potato Latkes being 
made right before your eyes! Wednesday, December 
2, Huddleston, 4-7 p .m.,-free with meal pass, $6 
guest fee. 
,CHRISTMAS CRAFTS FAIR: Forty-five of New 
Englands finest artisans will exhibit and sell pottery, 
jewelry, clothing, ornaments, stained glass and 
more. Thursday, December 3 and Friday, December 
4, Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. · 
CATHOLIC STUDENTORGANIZA TION MEET-
ING: Everyone is wekome. Bring friends, ideas 
· and have some fun on Wednesdays, Room 15 ,-
Catholic Student Center, 7-8 p.rn. 
THE COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT & 
PEACE: If concerned about nudear arms race, we 
educate people and help them work towards 
disarmament. Wednesdays, Coos/ Cheshire, MUB, 
7 p.m. 
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL MEETING: Will 
focus on Human Rights in Pakistan:. John Howard, 
N ationaI Director for Pakistan for Amnesty 
International USA, will speak. Letters will be 
written on behalf oif a prisoner of cons·cience. 
Tuesday; December 1, Ro,6m 128, Hamilton Smith, 
7 .p.m. 'Public is welcome, (UNH Students, please 
bring ID.) 
UNH STUDENT AMBASSADOR COUNCIL 
MEETING,: Wedne1sday, December 2,. Ah1mni 
center, 5 p.m. 
CLUB M&D ORGANIZATION AL MEETING: -
Sponsored by p ie-medical & pre-dental st,udents 
and pre-med & pre-dent adviso~y committee.-New-ly 
formed _Club M&D will be electing officers and 
setting up guidelifles as to the future hi-nction · and 
purpose df the dub . . Presentation of ari Osteopathic 
College is aisq pfanned. Wednesday;, D~~ember 
. · 2, Forum Room,-Library, 6:30 p.CQ·. AU int\r'ested 
students are welcome. · · - · 
1987 BEYOND WAR AW ARD: Honors the P'eace 
Corps and-its 120,000_ past and present volunteers. 
Live via satellite from San Francisco to the Little 
Harbor School in Portsmouth. ~un~ay,_ Dec,ember 
6, Little Harbor School, Clough Drive, Portsmouth, 
4:30-7 p.m. Information: Judith Robei ts1'868-7073 
or Sheldon Wheeler, 749~6873. -1\qmission,_ $§ ., · , . 
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERJCA MEET-
UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY _: MOD- ·- ING: "UNH and ,the University of El Salvador.'·' 
Salvadoran U nivetsity Student and member of the 
· -ERN DANCE AUDITIONS: Opep to all UNH stuclent union, Renee Hernandez, will speak about 
students, For modern dancers only, baHet and jazz the. affects of a sefrate resolution passed last year 
already filled. Tuesday, E>~cember 1, Newman Dance supporting U.E.S .. and t_he situation in El Salvador 
Studio, New Hampshire Hall,4 p.m. today. Tuesday, December 1, Carroll/ Belknap 
Room, MUB, 8 P-~ -
NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BESUBMIT- ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.- (Observe deadlines 
TEO .TO .THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-· . on proper forms) 
d~n~tion either,.he said. -
According to Alex_ander, this 
situation made the. table "in-
effective" and the Shaw's area 
Earlier this semester APO , 
held a s1mila'r food drive at 
Martin'_s supermarket wh~re 
they coHected 1000-cao.s of food. 
Kirschbaum s_aid they qow 
have experienc~ behind the~, 
knowing who will help them 
and who won'r, 'and that "all 
systems are gofor (a similar· 
project) next yea.r." 
Young's Restaurant_ 
& Coffee Sbop, Inc. 
2 eggs any style w/ Virginia ham- steak,_ ·homefries, 
toast, and c_offee or tea. · $3.25 
Luncheon 
French Dip: fender pieces of Roast ,, , 
Beef served in a S11cb _Roll 
w/ /rench frie_s. 
Happy Thanksgiving fr~m 
~everyone, at Youngs!! 
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. St,UdentSJ>ake at Tanorama 
••• ~ . . ·• .; . '"- ~ • ; '·. 1' • . • . • 
By Cindy Machiesun 
Eric Morin could go to Aruba, 
Jamaica, Nassau or Tahiti dur-
ing his lunch break. So could'any 
.of hi? customers;. and they do. 
A lot of people choose their 
favorite country to tan· in and 
keep .going .back. ·_• · , . ..· · 
Under the canopy and inside 
the storefront window on Main 
Street people_ c·an see· the -four 
white tanning booths of the 
Tanorama in Durham. 
Twenty-four year old Eric 
Morin and his wife Chris opened 
their business on June 8th of 
· this ye-af• dui"ing . a slow, hot 
season. 
· -They _ drove down Main 
Street, the going out of business 
sign on the former jewelry store 
and called the owner. 
"We fell right into this lo-
cation,". said Morin .. "'It's one 
of the most ideal spots in 
Durham.". 
It's in one of the mosti visible 
locations for a business in 
-Durham. People walk by it to 
. patronize most of the stores in 
town. 
Morin hopes to succeed in a 
location which hasn't worked 
for ~any p.eopie before him., · 
. Jacl<:i@-Strauss owns the build-
ing and said be r~ally wants to_ 
.see him succeed as well. "I wish 
him the 'best of luck," said 
Strauss. · 
Strauss, did a. sur:v..eyr+fl .frqn,t 
of her. store The Outback to find 
out if ·people would support a 
Janorarria_;. She v.ras surprised at 
the number of· people who ·said 
-they" woukL . · : 
: G Sorne59;{ h_<;,r ;0,1s to,mers whom 
'she -least·• e~pected, ·We're1·inter:-
· 'ested in being tan. A lot of thes.e 
people work at the bank, said 
Strauss. 
"There was a whole group pf 
people who were very enthu-
siastic about. -it," said Strauss. 
The space at 44 Main Street 
h;as been -a ,cheese: :}nd pl~m 
. store, a health food. store and 
restaurant called the Common 
Market, a bakery and a jewelry 
store. 
"Everything in that building 
has been operated at a loss for 
the last ten or eleven years," 
said Strauss. 
Strauss finally gave up the 
Common Market with people 
protesting, becausf of it's pop-
ularity. She had operated at a. 
$2000 a month loss toward the 
closing of the store. 
Strauss coflcluded that she 
and the staff she worked with 
just didn't have ·enough expe-
rience _in food service. Other-
wise, it w·as the b~st. group of 
· people she could .have ever 
hopeq. for, she said. 
Accordin,g to -Morin, the 
towns of Durham, Dover, and 
Rochester are ripe for Tanora-
mas. 
Morin graduated from Hesser 
Coll,ege with . an Associate's 
Oegree . in business. He wen_t to 
UNH for three semesters and 
didn't like it. . 
· He works part-tt~e at Chess 
King. His _first_ dre.a~ was to 
open a clothing store of his own 
but found the initial overhead. 
'a fotle steep. \ . . ' 
. . He began looking for bu~iness 
-yentures which V1,eren) as e?{,-· 
_pensive as a, clo,rhjp..g. sJ~J~,_He 
:decicled ·to IDilrke~. -~un :<;~sules 
instead of starting a video stoi;e. 
· T. ,,, e r y t h i n g J us t :re a 11 y 
clicked. We decided we were 
going to look into tan~ing," said . 
Morin; . 
. Morin offers anyone with. ' a 
UNH ID two free visits to the .. 
controlled sunning booths. · 
It's safer than the sun, accord:. • 
ing to Morin: 
Inside the booths are a pan-
orama of Ultra-Violet A bulbs 
which glow yellow ... Ultra-violet 
Brays are the ones which burn, 
said Morin. . __ 
Boot_hs are complete with 
stereos and fans which circulate 
air from above, People are 
required to wear goggles to 
protect their eyes from potential 
damage. 
People come for several rea-
sons. Some are getting ready to 
take that tropical vacation which 
will be the antidote to a cold 
New England winter, and 0thers 
just tan for the sake of tanning, 
said -Morin. 
Morin has several customers · 
who come to Tanorama ~ot to 
tan. They stand in the booths -
at a cool temperature for short 
periods c;,f . time in order to 
control their acne problems. 
He estimates that 70 per r:;ent 
of his customers are women. He . 
thinks that most people wear 
bathing suits. . · 
"Most people do wear some-
thing. They want to get a tan 
line,. they want to see the restllts 
they' re getfin.g,'' said Morin: 
Even though business is slow 
right now, Moring· thinks, that 
· it will pick up in January -when. 
students, .·st-a.rt thinking .abo'\'.1-t 
rSpring break~- .-, ., ·, - · - ,:: , 
"Second semester is going to 
be a zoo," said Morin. 
--------DINN,E_R_---------
<continued from page 3) . 
ing on tpe pi;ojecc-Wethe_rby ried about enterrainfog·older 
said th<,1.t many s_tudents volun- people, and I say, just let them 
teered for the event. entertain _you. They have a 
"It shows 
1
that a lot of young wonderful time arid ,fre very 
people really enjoy older people. enthusiastic about talking to 
We've had a wonderful.response students. They tell stories, sing, 
from students. It was a great · and play games." ' 
gesture to give up a Saturda.r, · Wetherby said that the stories 
and come out i-n spite of the cold older people tell hold particular 
weather·." · interest for students. 
"The elderly __ also love the "These people have lived a 
, -young people,"· Wetherby said._ long time, and they have a Jot 
.. _"Every year, students _are w:o.r:.. .. ?f stories :to teI{about the way 
* * * * * * Jan.3-8 · * Jan. 10-15 
,Jtount enow 
VERMONT 
*. ·_ . March 13-18 Sponsored by ORANGi.NA 
things used to be. Many o'f . the 
woIT1en_here ha,ve worked in the 
New Hampshire mills ancl the 
shoe factories of the area fifty 
or more years ago. They have 
a great sense of history, and 
remember the seacoast area as 
it used to be. They can recall the 
Dover a·nd Somersworth of a 
long time ago, and they re-
member Durham and UNH 
when it was little more than two 
buildings." 
• 75 1.rails 
• 16 Lifts · 
• 80% Snowmaking 
% ,, Put away th~se <;:ollege textbooks and join us at Mount Snow for three weeks of 
~ great sk1mg.~nd good times both on and off the slopes. $99 per person with college ID for 
~. 5 days of sk11ng and the following activities: , 
* 
4! Snow Architect~re 1?1-Carve and ~esig~ snow sculptures • Sociology 307-Study island 
culture at a Hawa11an J~mbore,e • Engmeermg for Jocks-Calculate the precise angle to win 
the Hoop Shoot • Physiology 201-Observe body movement at lwist 'N Shout Night • 
Math 301-Learn how to use the new math to lower your score in the Snow Golf Tournament 
• Plus the Klondike Toboggan Race, College Cup Ski _Races and h~ndreds of prizes. 
_FOR THEME WEEK INFO (80.2) 4·64 850} · AND RESERVATIONS CALL • OR WRITE _Mount Snow Theme weeks .. 
. , . 156 Mountain Road. Mount Snow VT 05356 · 
. Organize a group of 20 or more for any Theme Week and ski FREE. 
© Copyright 1987 Mount Snow · 
November 24~30 
MUB CAFETERIA , 




Italian Green Beans , 
Cream of Celery Soup 
Beef Minestrone 
Rice Pudding ... 
Wednesday Novem,ber 25 .· 
All your favorite ry1UB specialties cooked by your f9-vorite 
MLJ:B Chefs!! Closing at 1.:30pm due to Thanksgiving 
Break . 
.Thursday November 26 and Friday November 27 
Have a Happy Turkey Day and enjoy your little vacation!!! 
Monday November-30 
Spinach Squares . ·· 
Beef Stroganoff · 
Fettucinni 
Green Beans Supreme 
C~rrot s.oup , _ 
Chicken with Mushroom Soup 
Mud Pud Pie 
•'•t~ , t'-•''!", '·. ··~~ :;.,,._..:, ,r r.·f ~;i - ~ ',1 • 
WHEN YOU SEE THOSE NIF:IY POSTERS HANCIN' 
-~--i-f...l ' fi-tt -MUB 1T MEANs tHA-r tHi MEAL w~s 
. PLANNED BY . THE HOTEL 667 STUDENTS AND 
PREPARED BY THE.HOTEL 103 ST_UDENTS. 
PISTACHIO'S . 
WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU -CAN COME TO PISTA- . 
CHIO'S AND PAY LESS!!! STOP BY IN THE MUB NEXT 
TO THE GRANITE STATE ROOM FOR THE BEST 
SCOOP IN TOWN!!!! 
MOND_AY-FRIDAY 11 am-11 pm SATURDAY AND 
SUNDAY 3pm-11 pm 
GOODIE PACKAGES 
Need a cake for a friend? Don't be a loser and forget 
·somebody's birthday because-you are lazy!!!! Let MUB 
GOODIE PACKAGES help you out We deliver delicious 
c·hocolate and vanilla cakes anywhere ·on campus for 
only $10.00 .. But wait, there's more!!!!! We have delicious 
cookies and brownies, too!!!! 
CATERING · 
Well, the holiday season is here, folks!! Let MUB 
CATERING help you plan the party of the year!!! We've 
got lots of wonderful iqeas so come on in to our office 
or give Diane a call at 862-24841!!!1!! 
· PIZZA 
It's hot,: fresh; i.i~d ;a'l:tsdlyte(y fo~tal)y DELIGIQUS!! PIZZA 
at the MUB!!! W~'ve go,t plain;, l.r)'epperoni,. and our special -
. veggi_e pizza with green p·eppe·rs·, oni-oris, and mush-
. rooms. We sell it by the slice, and you can order a whole 
pie if you want too!!! Com_e·on in and try a sli2·e the next 
. time you are in the MUB PUB. · · 
NIGHT GRILL SPECIALS 
. Monday-Thursday 3pm-9:30pm 
ONLY 95¢ . 
Monday- BLT 
Tuesday- Hamburger 
Wednesday- Grilled Ham and Cheese 
Thursday- _Sli_ce of Cheese Pizza and 8 oz. soft drink 
NO SUBSTITUTIONS!! 
THE PICTURE PLACE 
Don't let YOUR ca$h·get gpbt)le_dup! 
if your pictures are not b~cotning you--
you should be coming to us. 
MU.8 MARKETP,~ACI: ·:: 
November 24-25 Sw_eaters, upstairs balcony 
I 
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Don'tbe 
atesttuike¥ 
Want to knock the stuffing out of tests 
like the S.At LS.At GMAT, MC.At GRE, -
NTE, CPA, or others? Dont let last-minute 
· aamming keep you from testing your best. 
Study with the worlds biggest, the 
worlds best test prep pros-Stanley H. 
Kaplan. Your future is at stake. 
- · During nearly 50 years, Kaplan has 
helped over 1 million studeQts increase 
their scoring power and test confidence. 
So if you want to give thanks after 
your test, can us. And start gobbling up 
your competition. 
!KAPLAN 
STANLEY H, KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL ramR IID, 
DON'T COMPETE WITI-1 -
A KAPLAN STIJDENT-BE ONE 
Prep now for the Jan. GMAT, 
Feb. LSAT & GRE, April MCAT, 
and get a score 
to be thankful for! 
Boston 266-TEST 
Cambridge 868-TEST 
Newton· Centre 964-TEST 
,I 
·····oNNECr~t? · 
Close to you ... 
. where you work, . -
-where you live. 
-------Staff:-------
Kenneth Rotner, M.D. Jane Tallent, ARNP 
Board Certified 
Family Physician 
- Registered Nurse 
Practitioner 
------Offering:------
On-going medical care for all ages • Physicals 
· On-site lab and x-ray • Same-Day Appointments 
Open: Mon. - Thurs. 9:30 am--7:00 pm 
Fri. 9:30 am'.-5:00 pm 
Call: 868-5080 
· VISA Master Charge accepted 
We process all commercial insurance claim forms. 
-EXEMPTIO~ 
(continued from~page 1) 
here. Nobody gets a break," he 
said. 
Quinn pointed out that the 
six to 12 people who may get 
lotteried out of Huddleston "is 
not going to tak_e up the slack 
or s~lve the (housing) prob-
lem. , 
Apparently, the majority of 
the senate agreed with Quinn 
·and voted down the bill to 
revoke Huddleston's exemp-
tion, but the Senate now waits 
for recommendations for ~rite-
ria under which Huddleston and 
other special interest housing 
may be judged. 
Don't for get to read the 
· THE YEAR OF THE PRESIDENCY 
--
. The Presidency and the Media 
Tuesday, December 1 
7:30p.m. 
Granite State Room 
Memorial Union Building 
Daniel Schorr 
Senior News Analyst for National Public Radio 
Winner of 3 Emmy Awards for Watergate coyerage 
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CIRCUS 
(continued from page 2) Holy Sausages! Pizza at the Pub 
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"Quality hi~fi components at the right price" (continued from page 1) 
NewEaglan•llusit Uoapany 
424 Payne Rd., Scarborough, Maine 04074 · 
school year are important tirrie 
. to establish the dances because 
new students are looking for 
1 
something to do. According to 
McSheehari these three weeks 
have the largest student draw 
of the year. 
SCOPE is the student run 
group in charge of bringing 
larger bands such as INXS, 
i REM, and The Ramones to 
UNH. Their INXS concert of 
earlier this fall was controversial 
\ because of the lack of ticket sales. 
Germain said he felt that it was 
· - - --::7 due to laCk of a.dvertising, as well 
e.q,t.q,._q-~~~- as student apathy. 
Suppon Women's Athletics I Thislackofadvertisingisone 
1-soo~usA-m~ 
. · . . . , _ · . of the problems that SAFC has 
JOln #Sat the f'ecept,onfof' Women Athletes : had with MUSO and SCOPE. · ! Germain cited the letter in the 
admission is /f'ee 4-6 pm · New Hampshire which critic-
C ,I · R · th · u · ized students for not buying . 
on1ef'ence. · oom ,n e F,eu,, Ho#se tickets to the concert. The letter, 
MUSO members waded through the Student Senate's review 
of the organization's concept. (Mark Hamilton photo) 
Ff'ee tickets availllble /of' UNH Women's Basketball § · which was a one_page advertis~-
1 
vs. UCONN at 7 pm following the f'ece-1>t.ion _· t Fment, llwPas bwl. r~tteDn. by Juliaf student attendance at MUSO to the dances, because the avai-functions. Becker said the prob- lablity of food would help to lem with MUSO should be improve the atmosphere. 
attributed to the fact .that beer · Earlier this year MUSO spon-
is no longer sold in the MUB, sored a Georgia Satellites con-
where many of the the events cert which sold only half of the 
_ . . .I'. . · . enne , u . 1c1ty irectpr o -
· SCOPE. ' 
RSVP to Women's _f!Jmmission ~-. • Germain said that he did not 
· at 86~-10.58 by:Nqv. 30 . Everyone IS ln1/llfJd! think that it was appropriate 
for the students'. money to be 
used to criticize the students 
themselves. The money used_.10 
· occur. available tickets. Said Germain, 
"There seemed to be a si_g- "They (MUSO) don't have the 
nificant drop in attendance (at resources. to get a band like the 
the MUB pub) since it (beer) Georgia Satellites". 
DON'T_ 7)0 VOll lf KE THAT . 
WHEN vol/ CAN 
7)0 YOLI LtKE 1Hf 5: 
.A current UNH I.D. gets 20% --
off any cash purchase of 
-; clothing· qt 
WHOLLY . ,mACRO 
Now thru Thanksgiving. 
SO, MACRO UP YOURSELF 
AND. PRICE BE NO DRAG! 
17 Ceres St._ Portsmouth 
Open Late: Tel.#436-8887 
FALL GRADS 
If you are a fall/winter graduate, want the challenge of managing 
people immediately in a demanding environment, and are 
interested in growth and upward mobility, you'U wantto investigate 
Yellow Freight System's Management Training Program. 
We're one of the nation's largest trucking companies, and we have 
outstanding opportunities for college grads, with high potentia_l 
. for advancement. Positions are available in New England. We offer: 
• Excellent starting salaries · 
• Fully-paid medical, dental, vision, life and disability coverage 
• Outstanding 401-K, profit sharing, and pension plans 
• Educational assistance program 
To learn more about these outstanding career opportunities, plan 
to attend our · · 
INFORMATION MEETING . 
Friday, November 27 at 9 a.m. 
Stouffer's Bedford Glen Hotel 
44 Middlesex Turnpike 
Bedford, Massachusetts 
\YELLOW} 
~ ·• .... •: ' ~,c { ~;, 
pay for the page in the paper 
was SCO.PE money which is 
taken from the Student Activity 
Fee. 
It turned out that 92% of the 
tickets for INXS sold. 80% of 
the available tickets need to be 
sold so that SCOPE does not lose 
money. 
, Both SCOPE and MUSO have 
been plagued by lack of student 
interest. P-resident of MUSO, 
Greg Becker said advertising 
had nothing to do with the 
was removed, and there ·was no He said that SCOPE, which 
change in programming," said has been putting on large con-
Becker. :certs for . years, is the only 
Germain also cited the MUB organization which would have 
location itself, saying that it is the experience and the people 
h-a-rd to enjoy seeing a band in to handle a project such as this. 
thesameplacethatyouatelunch According to Hanson, "I . 
that day . Fred Hanson, the assumed it (the Georgia Satel-
Programing Director of MUSO lites concert) would draw a lot 
called the idea of dancing in a of people because it was a 
cafeteria "high-schoolish". smaller show with cheaper 
The Night Grill was sugge~t- tickets". 
ed as a way to help draw people 
-~~ 
-------GOODMAN-------
Student Body President, the 
Commencerrient Commitee is 
presently working ori some 
changes in the selection process 
that will incorporate greater 
student input. 
"The recommendations wiil 
be determined through a poll 
survey or some other form of _ 
student input," said Jones. 
The revised format for deter- · 
mining the speakers at the 
graduation ceremonies will 
' 
(continued, from page 1) 
most likely occur next De -
cember, said Jones. 
With the controversial reac-
tion over George Bush speaking 
at last June's cermonies, the 
impo~ta'nce of the speaker at 
graduation has become a hot 
topic. 
"I listened to George Bush 
at graduation last June, but he 
turned it into a political cam-
paign speech that had nothing 




• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
• Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items · 
In-House Art Dept. 
603/431-8319 
Autur-Qn_Pond Park, Rt. 101 Gre~nland , N.H. 
••.•• • A"' •• , .~:::t·;~>-">-~~~w .. ·RESUMES· 
Electro11ically Typed 
$18.50 includes 
Kris Furnee, senior business -
french major who will be gra-
duating in December. 
Furnee said she was very 
enthusiastic about the selection 
of Goodman as a speaker, be-
cause of her feminist beliefs. 
"This ~s going t<:,:.RJ:ly to_ me 
because. I m a wonfan gomg mto 
bus_iness," said Furnee. "It might 
give me a lot of inspiration to 
. get out there and deal with the 
prejudices I may have to' face." 
Goodman's dealings with a 
, wide spectrum of issues will 
enable her to reach a lot of the 
students, said Dibiasio. 
"She •certainly has the added 
appeal of being a regional · 
speaker," said Dibiasio. _/ 
Goodman presently lives in 
Boston with her husband and· 
daughter. 
"U µlike-George Bush," said 
Furnee, "she is on our level, 
·· from our area, and · wiU be 
speaking to people she has 
something in common with. 
Typing, Selection of Pape_r and Envelopes 
Plus. 
??_ copies * _25 _envelopes * 25 extra sheets of p~~r _ 
. Chang_es_(}_q,sily made with our One Year memory storage 
Open Monday"- Friday 8:30-5:30 
.; DutMham .· Copy 
l~nkins Cout) •Durham; N~H-.:•86-S)zo3·1 
- -
~ . 
-~~:~~~~~~~ - "' ·- ~ --- - ,-s~ =--~ --- . -· 
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<continued from page 1) 
enough iiew people would tun~ on ~iI pollinp- 0f listeners on 
into a block of Top 40 music and Monday. She said the talley as 
that the typical WUNH listener of 7:00 was 84 for alternative 
_"is going to tune off. We'll lose _programing and one caller for 
listeners that way", she said. Top 40. · 
Rodler,SenatorJayGouldand Others criticized the ··poll" 
several other senators, raised for consisting of only those 
a question of what responsibility· listeners already tuned into 
the station has to program for WUNH and not Top 40 fans · 
all st1J.dent$ who pay the Student who would not be listening. · 
Activity Fee. Rodler said he Many of the same concerns 
believes a large faction of stu- came up during the evaluation 
dents who enjoy Top 40, outside of the concept in SAFC, but was 
of the regular WUNH audience, passed by that Council. Patrick 
should "get more for what Sweeney, chairperson of SAFC, 
students are paying for." . . . said he believes such specific 
' Rodler referred to a PULSE changes in the full Senate are 
survey conducted last semester inappropriate in this stage of 
which showed that 71 percent the game. .. . 
of students polled picked Top "The SAFC concepts are open 
40 ~s one of three choices for to the public; and the senators 
music. we're ardently encouraged to 
Trace, and other opponants attend. This is so that all the 
toRodler's ammendment,point- quirks and problems can be 
ed out that nearly 40 percent worked out before they come 
of those polled were freshmen, to the full Sentate. There should 
and also a large portion were be very little debate on the 
women. They do not believe the , fundamentals. of the concept," 
PULSE survey accurately re- · 
1 
Sweeney said. 
presents the University coin- Trace said she knew there, 
munity. would be criticism, as usual, of 
Rodler ~aid he recognized the the programming. ''Initially l 
problems with the survey ·also, expected a little resistence," but 
but said that 71 percent of any ' not actually intitiating changes, . 
population is a good indication she said. 
that the demand is out there for "It scares the people at the 
Top 40 programming. station that such an ammend-
'T m looking into the best way . ment could force programming 
to work about some.agreement," to some degree," Trace said. 
Rodler said. He said he -advo- Several WUNH DJs said they 
cates a cooperative effo,rt be- would not host a Top 40 show. · 
tween the senat'e and WUNH Michel Lafantano, cheif an-
to conduct an accurate survey nouncer and DJ at WUNH for 
to provide the radio station with two years, said he would riot fill 
some student feed back. · a Top 40 block. "I can't stand 
To get some of that feedback, Top ~O.music. I can't play music 
Trace said that "on the spur of that I don't like. If anybody 
_the moment" DJs did informal wants to listet;i to that,, they can 
listen to it .on WHEB . or 
WERZ," he said. 
Assistant Music Director at 
the station, Bob Weyersberg, 
said that the integrity of their -
_play list is vital to WUNH's 
reputation with "the trades" 
(magazines) and record com:: 
panies. Presently, WUNH is 
one of 26 college and commer-
cial stations invited to submit 
it's play list to the prestigious 
Gavinreport under the "alter-
native" category. 
Weyersberg.explained that 
record companies recognize 
WUNH as an excellent alter-
native station and ·send free· 
promotional LPs of particular 
. bands. He said to program a Top 
40 show the station would have 
to buy special albums at market · 
prices, and also the station's 
ranking would go down. 
"If we play· Top 40, it'll ruin 
our reputation, literally," he 
said. 
Greg Kretscher, WUNH 
· General Manager in 1984 and 
pres~ntly a production director 
at WHEB, said WUNH's rep-
utation, and listing in the Gavin 
report is "impressive" in the 
music industry. 
Kretscher, said the same crit-
icisms of WUNH existed when 
he was a student DJ. "It like a 
cycle, it comes ~nd goes. People 
put up a big stink and then 
nothing came of it," he said. But 
he said a structural change in 
WUNH concept to force Top 
40 would be "a big mistake." 
. "It's way too extreme. Eve-
rybody over reacts and it gets 
out of hand," Kretscher said. 
"_Compromise is the key to 
the answer," he said. 
.. ToisChristmas¼ecangi\ewu · 
sanethingyWr parents COUldnt· 
-~ Blue eyes.With Dura.Soft 
Colors cont.act lenses you can 
change the brown eyes your parents 
gave you to blue,green, hazel, aqua · 
or even new sapphire. This year, 
DutaSoft Colors gift certificates for 
vision correction orjust for fun.' 
DumSoJt® ColoISjorChiistmas. 
Copyright© 1987 Wesley-lessen All rightsreserved.Printc,I in U.SA 
lJNIV_ERS.ITY 868-1092 
''' EYE. - ~~~ CARE 
Offi'ce Hours: 
Family Vision Center 
Mon.- Tues.- Thurs.- Fri. 
_ 9-5. 
THE , · 
T~-
sHoP 
treet • Portsmouth N .H. 
RELAX AT.THE PRIVATE HOT TUB 
'ROOM RENTALS 
• SHOWERS, DRESSING ARP.A AND STEREO IN EACH ROOM • 
. . • TOWELS AND HAIRDRYERS FU'RNISHED • 
• JlJICEAND ISP0SAULE BATHING SUITS AVAILABLE• 





SENATOR ALBERT GORE 
·_ speaks on 




Strafford Room -,MUB 
. ' 






-Gr~at Experiertc·e in: 




-creativity and initiative a must!! 
Applications and j~b description 
available in M UB 
Rm #322 
Questions? Call 862-2045, 
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Editorial 
. . . . . 
. The Studei:it Senate is mulling over the 
idea to fundamentally change WUNH' s 
concept (s,taterilent of purpose). This 
concept must be passed each year to the 
satisfaction of the Senate in · order for the 
student organization to be recognized and 
receive student funds. This year the Student 
Senate has taken it's powei of approval 
to force an the issue of whether WUNH 
should play Top 40 music 
Each year the General Manager explains screening WUNH process. 
that the radio station st•ives for diversity Take the Polka Party on Saturday· 
in alternative programming. But this year mornings. Who would think that anyone 
attempts h_ave been inade in· the full Senate .· · besides their grandparents would like polka, 
meeting, and NOT in the appropriate SAFC. but they do. Host Gary Sredzienski came 
. meeting, td get somethi11g in writing, which µp with a wild idea, came up with a concept 
in effect makes .WUNH promise to look and presented it to the WUNH executive 
into Top 40 as-another "alternative.'' · .member~, who then put it to a vote. They 
Top 40 IS an alternative; Just turn the · · gave Sredzienski the -summer to prove 
Stipulations and slight language changes 
have ·been proposed creating loop holes. 
Holes through which rhe Studem Senate 
· is looking to stuff mainstream. music down 
the throats of the WUNH membersQip. 
dial. Ap.y one of the. many seacoast coin- himself and the Polka Party specialty show~ 
mercial radio-stations are more than willing It was and is one of the station's most 
to'feed you the ·pre-packa,ged-artificial-color- popular shows receiving mail and phone 
and-perservatives kind of music. · calls e~ch week._ 
' But if you want to listen to real DIVER.,. . So now. the Senate expects by their decry 
~ITY, without commercial interruption, . that, Voila!, a wave of the mag.ic wand and 
on one of. the top 20 college radio stations· · some cai::efully' applied pressure that there Not only are there extensive arguments 
on the side of WUNH's programming 
integrity, but as· it exists now, there are 
arguments against the motives and ma-
nuvering of senate members. 
in the country, listen to WUNH. · · will be a Top 40 show which will not have 
How niuch more diverse or how rnany · to meetthe scutiny of WUNH's system. 
, more alternatives are there: All Newed·. . A.nd ·would the WUNB executive 
The WUNH concept iri question was 
passed by a council of the sei1ate which 
disperses and oversees the Student Activity 
Fee. It is during these SAFC meetings that 
concepts are raked by a fine tooth comb 
and specific changes are · made. It is 
inevitable'·each y·ear that WUNH meets 
resistance and th~ same old argument, "You 
don't play any g9od music? Why don't -you 
play more Top 40 stuff?'-' 
Review, Sonic bccurances, M'etal Storm; memb~rs approve the idea of a Tqp 40 ' 
City Sounds., Oldies, Jazz, Folk/Bluegrass, specialty show? Probably not:The aqdition 
Reggae, Comedy, Polka and mi:leed Bag, of Top"40 programming w~:mld compromise 
just to name a few. .. , · · . . . · .the· alternative programming integrity and 
Some of these specialty shows may satisfy -respect it has earned in the music industry. 
the Top 40's fans ·if they'd take the time. Like one ·radio executive said, "It :would 
to check them out. After.all, what are Oldies · - be like adding milk to beer." 
but old Top 40. · . · · .· ·1 · . . _ _·. . ·. '- . So if you like milk and don't want to listen 
While some of these·sp~ci~lfy show·smay . -·, to w~~I;fs ,bra,nd, of ahe-rnative, progre:s~n rnB . 
seem· more offensive to ~om·~ than Top 40 . · sive music, turn the dial. They already knoy., 
. is to others, -~ach has made _it' through a , what they are doing . 
. \ 
Band Scolding 
To the Editor , 
I would, like to recognize and To the Editor, 
thank one of the most spirited .On the morning ofThursday, 
groups on campus, the UNH Wild- November 19 as I was waiting to 
cat Marching Band. For four years, turn the rnrner across from New 
I have been a member, both in the Hampshire Hall, I saw a young . 
piccolo section and in the drumline. woman cross the street before the 
As any band member will tell you, . Public Safety-. crossing guard who · 
' we've had our share of cold rehear- was directing traffic there instructed 
sals, six plus h(?urs each week. But her to. The officer marched over 
anyo~e would be hardpressed to to the woman on the other side of · 
find a more enthusiastic bunch at the street before she could move 
the football games, ho.th in the on and began to yell at her. Al-
stands. and on the field. All the lop.g though a_ war1;1ing about the dangers 
hours and hard work is justified in of cros~i_ng" ac bl:lSY, street during the 
-those ten minutes of each halftime morqing r.ush hour might have been 
show. . · . . al?P,P<>P.~i!ate, 1:hi-s;::officer s~amped_ 
Thanks to all the members of the h1s :cfqoe aqd potnt(?d. across ·· the 
band, past and present, for making str~et; ordering 'the woman to go 
the last .four years great. Thanks hack and cross again. When the 
to the fans at the games who s~ayed woman refused, 'the officer yeJled 
and watched us perform rather than at her again and blocked her path, 
getting a hotdog at . halftime. all but p,ushihg 'her into the street. 
Thanks to the cheerleaders for When she refused again, it appeared 
cheering with us and for us. Thanks to me that.he did p~sh her. Finally 
to both my sections for putting up she saluted hi_m in-disgust walked 
with me. Special thanks to Mark back across the -street. · · · · ' 
Adams, our percussion instructor, It seems to me that University 
for being patient with my efforts policemen who direct traffic at busy 
to play bass drum. Extr,a special intersect-ions in the morning have 
thanks to Bill Reeve, our fearless aa obligation to do so rather than 
band director, for_everything he play drill sergeant with students. 
has done the last four years. W·hile this ·incident Was taking 
The UNH Wildcat Marching place,, traffic was-backing' up in all 
Band may not be the biggest college· direcdcfos; and it appeared that both 
, band in New England, but a better - drivers ~hd pedestrians who were. 
group of friends would .certainly trying 'fo ge,t _i:<_>. "'.,Ork and class on 
be hard to .find. I am proud t~ have ~- time were g,e.ttirig ·frustrated. If 
been part of such a band. . . . Public SafHy.:'k:eallf w~nts to im-
. Karee N. Verny prove its irtli~e~. 1!1aybe 'th~y should . 
·. Piccolo/B~s D~ip . 
stop bullying students iq th~mo~n- : 
ing and- concentrate on the~r duues 
as U nivei;-sity employees · hke eve- . 
rybody else: It makes you wonder 
how t\:ley ~vet got a name lik~ Public 
Safety; Public Embarassment seems 
much mo_re fitting. · · 
Sincerely, 
Ira.Shull . 
The New Hampshire 
ELIZABETH H. COTE, Ed_itor-in~Chief 
JOANNE MARINO, Managing.Editor STEPHEN SKOBELEFF, Managing Editdr ' 
BRYAN ALEXANDER, News Editor JAY KUMAR, News Editor -Ceremony. .PAUL SWEENEY, Sports Editor RICK KAMPERSAL, Sports Editor 
CRAIG .PAAKER,·Photo Editor . MARK HAMILTON', Photo Editor 
ROBERTDURLING, Forum Editor ARTHUR LIZIE, Arts Editor 
To the Editor 
As a student senator·arid member . 
KAREN PSZENNY, Business Manager 
PAULINE iREMBLAY, Advertising Manager 
of the Commencement Committee, Advertising Associate• 
I have often- been aske4 by students Debbie Donohoe 
to make commencement more · · ~:~eMJ~~~!~ 
meaningful for students. In the p~lSt Ant Bu1lne11 Mgr. · 
blame has been focused 1:1pon the ~t=,.~!~a~~r. · 
administration for the selection of Steven Greason 
the graduatio, n speaker. c_ urrently Ant orrculatlon'Mgr. 
Greg Pariseau 
this prob~em is being addressed and Copr Readers 
recommendations have been for- g:~.g:~!~1f. -
warded to the President of the Ellen Harris 
University. . . . . Christine O'Connor 
· News Brief Editor 
· Let me suggest that students can Timothy Thernton ·· 
make the ceremony more meaning- g:~:~:1!~~~: · 
ful by ·inviting professors that have . Marjorie _Otterson · 
contributed in some way to their g!~f:~o!:~tants 
stay a'°'the University. Full-time Denise Bolduc 
faculty are formally invited by the ·c arolyn Christo 
President to attend commencement ~ ~;iZ'c~;mans 
but not required to do so. By inviting Lisa Hamel 
Darcy LeBnm 
those professors that have played Nicole L1:.1ongo · 
a part in student lives, students . JoAnra Schambier 
h I "II l.12 Uretsky t emse ves wt create a more . . .. P.hotographers 
meaningful. commencement. :.. · ·, ' "·' .,.: ' Bill Barnes 
· . . Charlie Jon(;!s ,, .\ --,. , .. -~~i~~~:;a"nway 
Academic Affairs Chairperson , M. Amunategui 
·. · , . I," , Amtenio Velasco 
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University F~rum 
The abhorrent acts of the .CIA 
-By Pam Gerwe 
I am one of the people who has been hanging 
up the "Fuck Rambo/Keep the CIA off campus" 
posters. This is not a confession; for I am proud 
of ·rhe fact I am educated about the abhorrent acts 
our CIA does in this country and around the world. 
· l am ~lso proud of the fact my 111orality 'FORCES 
me to get off my ass ~nd assert my First Amendment 
right to freedom of speech: · · 
Last Thursday, several seconds after I had hung 
tip one of these signs iri a campus building, a woman 
· came out of an off ice, tore the ,sign down, and said, 
· '_'This has got . to go." · . · 
· At that point, I .did not say anything. I simply 
walked on, thinking. I came to the conclusion that 
"fuck'' is only a word, albeit perhaps offensive to 
some people.Yet, ifwe are going to talk about thiQgs 
that are offensive, disgusting, degrading, and 
demoralizing, let us look at_ .some of the practices 
of the CIA. .. · · 
· The CIA has been involved in hundreds of covert 
actions in the U.S.' and. throughout _the world. 
·· *In 1974,-then director of the CIA, William Colby, 
released a repoct showing that the CIA had compiled 
files on at least 9000 U.S. citizens. President Ford 
established ,~ 'commission to investigate this spy 
ring within the U;S. Th~ report, issued inJune of 
1975, revealed that "Operation Chaos" was 
established in 1967 by President Johnson. Outing 
· a 6 year period,. 7,200 files were compiled on U.S . . 
citizens; 300,000 persons and organizations were 
entered on · computer files. · · · _ · _ 
. *In 1972, the ACLU filed suit against the CIA. 
This case revealed thar from 195 3-1973, the CIA 
photographedthe·addresses of over 2;00b,ooo_ letters,. 
and _openero ove_r 215,000:teHers_ 'in· New"York Gty · 
alone.: These activities were conducted during a 
period when it was clearly illegal for the CIA to 
do so, BUL . . 
·*On.December 4, 1981; President Reagan issued 
Executive Order #12333: United States Intelligence 
Activities. This order authorized the entire 
intelligence community, including the CIA, to ·. 
infiltrate, manipulate, and even disrupt domestic 
·organizations, even in the absence of evidence these 
organizations were engaged in illegal activities. 
The use of electronic and other means of surveillance 
'ar:e authorized, without _ warrants, whenever it is 
deemed necessary. The effects of this new policy 
have already been felt by people who have the nerve 
. to assert their right _to use their freedom of speech 
against the U.S. foreign policy in Latin America ... -
Abroad, the CIA has: · · ·. ·· 
*trained security forces in Guatamala to continue _ 
the war of genocide against indig~nous people. 
*in·1962, assisted the apartheid regime in hunting 
down and jailing Nelson Mandela, a leader of the. 
Black resistance movement in South Africa. 
_ *since 1963, in spite of a U.S. approv~d UN 
-embargo on arms shipments to _South Africa, the 
CIA has ar.ranged illegal shipments of rriiUions 
of dollars worth of military equipment and · 
technology, including shotguns, cattle prods ( to 
be used on political prisoners), and uranium 
enriching equipment for producing nuclear weapons. 
*in Vietnam, CIA carried out torture and murder 
of up to 50,000 civilians. The CIA director later 
admitted serious abused were committed under , 
- "Operation Phoenix" during 1967-1975. 
*the CIA's most recent target is Central America . . 
This became painfully clear-' in October -1984_. with 
the publicatiori of the CIA's "murder manual", for 
the contras. 'fhis booklet instructed .contras to hire 
- , profes.si9nal criminals ,to us.e "selective violehte · 
· n to rieutr'afize" Nicaraguan public officials, label _ 
· civilians killed while trying to flee ''enemies of 
the people" and blackmail citizens into collaborating 
in terrorist activities. In 1983, when the CIA finally · 
realized the Sandinistias were the government freely · 
Abbie ·. Hoffman ·• tripped 
-Now the rest of the story. I went to see.Abbie . 
Hoffman. If the only information I had on him _ 
was the information that he gave that night! would . 
· still have plenty to comment on - but it is not. 
It is amazing what you can discover in books. 
. One of them· is by Hoffman himself, Letters From 
the Uiz,de .rground. Here a·re some of Hoffman's 
quotes: "I think property eats-shit." (Compare this 
. with Karl Marx's statement; ."The theory of 
communism may be summed up in one sentence: 
abolish all private property:''.) "Schools should 
be destroyed. People should be able_ to do what ever 
the fuclt they want. I. think kids should kill their 
·, parents.''. , , , . 
· . Hoffman may have been .on one of his acid trips 
when he said those· things. When I asked him about 
the statements he said "Did I say that." (In !"eference 
to "I think kids should kill their parents.") Then.,, 
_ he expJained that he used tha,t kind oflangqage -
so he would be understood. That is why he avoided 
the "King's English". WeU, considering s_ome of 
his followers I would suggest staying away from 
the abstract. · 
Let us look at what Hoffman considers some of 
· his achievements in one year. "l had hepatitis and 
·almost died: I took about twenty acid trips, fucked 
about eight hundred and fifty-six times, (and) I 
managed to get busted only ten times. " Is this a 
leader; a man to look up to? , · 
You see, Hoffman had a dream; to overthrow 
the government ands.tart the Woodstock Nation( 
a nation made of youth who could do 'what ever 
the fuck they wanted"). The New York Times had 
this to say, ... But the New 'Nation' survived only 
three days before paralysis set in. What kind of 
cu!ture is it that can produ<?e so colossal a mess: 
one youth dead and.at least three ·others in hospitals 
from overdoses of drugs; another dead from a mishap 
while sleeping in an open field." Woodstock was 
' 
, 
-By Edmund McCabe · 
largely a failute and Hoffman was a part of it·: In 
1970 Hoffman.could draw a crowd of over four · 
thousand; today less than ten percent of that.-
For Hoffman it was change now and pay later. 
}ie was called every name in the book-"But his failure 
to structure and organize(The good traits) is the 
most teve_alirtg trait ,of all: he emerges as a hollow 
man with a thousand faces. He emerges as · the butt 
of his own· elaborate gag." · 
What is Hoffman like this year? Well, he didn't 
give the finger (like the last time he caine) to the· 
audience: But he 'did find new ways to insult the 
audience, such as his remark about the Pope and 
The Washingto_n Monument, that are too lewd to · 
repeat. But w~ .. know America is such a strong ~ouhtry 
it can withsta-i;id and protect free speech. In Russia 
people,are shipped off_to insane asylu:1ns arid drugged 
for handing ,~mt books we read in high school. 
Hoffman, although maybe not insane, drugged 
himself and put in overtime to get b,usted. 
There will be no viol~nt revolution. Greasy long _ 
· hair no longer seems to be the norm for kids. Some 
still abuse drugs, btJt often it -doesn't take a urine 
test to tell which ones. · _ · 
· Abbie Hoffman still fitsiri to Franklin Roosevelt's ·· 
definition of a radical- "A radical is a mari ·with 
his feet planted firmly in the air." In America 
revolutions take place at the ballot box. Not in the 
-opium den. 1 . 
Abbie Hoffman didn't seem to understand what 
the free world was. Maybe he should have asked . 
the Hungarians who were trying to become a 
member of the free world when the Russian tanks . 
rolled in (195(?). , 
Edmund 'McCq,be is a sophomore history/ political 
science ~ajor.Y:-fe is a memker .of the Student Se-
nate, and is head of the campus Young R·epublicans. 
. , • .. -~ · .,,.... :/"•· 
'• . ., .. i ~ l, I, ~I 'j,; ~~ l l \( ', f l ' I YJ I W .j ) ' I -~ <.) ~'l 'I.} '\ ' \ 
chosen by the Nicaraguan people and tha( the contras 
were NOT an effective force, it_ contracted · mer-
cena.r ies to blow up bridges, bomb the port of 
Corinto, set oil storage facilities afire a11d mine 
Nicaraguan harbors. • . . 
. In March 1984, Nicaraguans took the U.S. to the 
U.N. World Court, which decided against the U.S. 
Suddenly, the ·Reagaffadministratfori refused to 
acknowledge the jurisdiction of the World Court. · 
· _ *There is much evidence to support that the CIA 
has sold weapons to Irap. and cocaine in Miami to 
fund the contras. The CIA is being t~ken to court 
on these charges by The Christie Institute, a group 
of concerned lawyers promoting justice at all levels. 
· 1r amazes me how apathetic: and duped much of 
this tam pus is. The CIA i~ teaching how to kill 
people, how to overthrow and desta~alize foreign 
governments that refuse to protect U.S. business, 
in YOUR name, with YOUR tax dollars. And now, 
they come to OUR campus to recruit more people 
to carry out these abhorrent act~ ... ;. · 
But you've got your M~ TV, and yotir parties 
to go to, or yoµr tenure or . pension plan to worry 
_-about; And besides, if someone hangs a sign that . 
offends you, you can tear it down, and somehow 
feel you've asserted your freedom of speech .... Well, 
FUCK your ignorance ( or arrogance if your think 
the CIA has .the right to do these things). FUCK 
your apathy. Get up off your ass and kick the CIA 
off our campus. Make the people in this organization 
personally responsible for the acts they carry out 
.in the name of "protection democracy." Come to 
Huddleston Hall on Tuesday, December 1. anytime' · · 
from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. and let your_ voice be heard .... 
Pain Gerwe is a graduate Sociology student, and a-
member of the Progressive Student Network. 
ITEl'1 ~S\ MPLEt,• 
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·very Special Gifts for Those · 
Very Special People ... 
Now At Very Special Prices. 
Bang & Olufsen Automatic Turntable. 
Danish design, simple operation. (RX ·2) ..... $199 
Bang & Olufsen Linear Tracking 
Turntable. (TX-2) ............................................ $27~ 
Boston Acoustics Compact Speakers. 
The best value on the market. . 
(A40) ............................................................. pr. $129 
Boston Acoustics Bookshelf Speakers. 
(A60) .... , .......................................................... pr. $189 
Boston Acoustics Floor-Standing 
Spea~ers. (A100) ........................ , ......... pr. $349 
Boston Acoustics Car Speakers. 
(704) ..... : .......................................................... pr. $59 
Celestion BQOkshelf Speakers 
with unique tit~nium tweeters. 
(DL4) ................ .. ....................... , .................. pr. $289 
(DL6) .......................... : ....... .-......................... pr. $379 
}•-:, . 
'"\,~'i 
Nakamichi Cassette Deck with 
Dolby NA. Our best-seller. (BX-100) ....... $~99 
Nakamichi CD Player. 
~OMS-2)---....................................... $479 
Nakamichi Stasi-s Receiver. 
(SR-2A) ... ----................ , ................. $399 
~ , f,M\ ~ /l.PlNE ~ _...., ~~ ~ ~ 
-w - . ti( ... <"-,&:,::, 
.4' ' - · .. , ■IHI■ 
,., . , .. ,:·., ' ' .... 
Alpine Theft-Proof Car Cassette 
Receiver with 16 w/ch, Dolby. (7283) ... $349 
Alpine High-Power Cassette 
Receiver. (7256) ....... : ................ , ................... $289 
Carver CD Player with Digital Time 
Lens circuitry tor improved CD sound. 
(DTL-50) .... : ............................ , ............................ $349 
Denon High Performance 
CD Player. 4x oversampling, remote, 
programmable (DCD-800) ............... $349 
Oenon CD Player With Remote. 
(DCD-600) ............. ______ ..... $269 
[)enon Receiver. 30 watt/channel, 
(DRA-25)'. ................... ___ .................. $249 
Denon Rece.iver .. 55 watt/channel, 
(DRA-55) ........................ i ... : ............................... $349 
Oenon Cassette Deck. 2-head · 
_with remote. (DR-M14HX) .....•... ,._. ......•. $299 
Stax Professional Quality Headphones. 
Must be heard to be believed! 
(SR-84): ................... ____ ............. $189 
~li .· 
Aiwa Portable Stereo with - }>")<~ ;.;j . · ·- ····- · ·' 
AM/FM, dual cassettes. (CA-W35) ...... $99 Whistler Miniature Radar Detector. 
~:~-~:~~~~~ .. ~~~~~~~.~·.~~~~~.· ............ $59 High performance, super-compact ........... $229 
KLH Clock Radio. High 
quality clock radio. Dual alarms. (100) ..... $149 
KLH Stereo Clock Radio. High 
fidelity sound. (200) ..................................... ... $249 
Yamaha Receiver.with 37 w/ch. video 
switching for use in audio-video system. 
(300) , ........................... $249 
Yamaha Remote Control Receiver. 
50 w/ch.(500) .......... , ........ ____ ...... $369 
Yamaha CD Players. · 
midi-size. (CD-X5) .............................. : ............ $239 
(CD-X305) ___ ..................................... $279 
NASHUA . 
✓ . . 
520 Amherst Street 
.._ 880-7300 
SOUTH NASHUA 
Pheasant Lane Mall 
888-7900 
Aiwa AM/FM Cassette Personal · 
Stereo. (HST-360) ............................................ $99 
Proton Stereo Monitor TVs. 
The best pictures in the business. 
19". (619) ............................................................ $599 
- 25" (625) ............................................................ $899 
·NEWINGTON 
Fox Run Mall 
431-9700 
MANCHESTER 
Mall of N.H. 
627-4600 
~~-•a·· ~  L.,, ..... , ~ 
ADS Bookshelf Speakers. 
Beautiful European styling. One of our 
best sellers. (L570s) ............................... pr .. $399 
ADS Tower Speakers. (L690s) ...... pr.' $479 
ADS 2-Way Car'Speakers. · · 
(300i) ............... --~- .. , ........... pr. $229 
NEC 20" ·~onitor.TV with cable capab_l~ , 
tuner, MTS·stereo sc;,und, remo~e; ' : 
(2006) ' ,c • • ........ , : ..... : ....................... $41·9 
NEC 26'LStereo Monitor TV. , 
(2606) ............ : ..................................................... :$599 
NEC VHS VCR With HQ. . . 
(906) ........................ .-.................... ~ ....................... s2r9 
~----------·-
·:· • \ • ' .. < , • 
).,.¥ .... ¥ 
Mitsubishi VHS VCR with HQ & v~Scan 
for sharp picture. Programmable, . 
remote. (348) ................................................... , .. $299 
Mitsubishi 35" Monitor TV. 
(3512) .............................................................. $2, 799 
Mitsubishi 45" Big-Screen TV. 
(463) ............................... : ................................ $3,299 
Kenwood 4-Head VHS HiFi VCR. 
Fantastic machine - great for A-V 
. systems (937) ................................................... $699 
Kenwood 26" Monitor TV. 
. (2.026) ............................................................. : .... $7 49 
Kenwood Car Cassette Receiver. 
Auto-reverse, FM NA, digital tuning. · _ 
(2000A) ............................................................... $19.9 
Kenwood Theft-Proof Cassette · 
Receiver. (434)· .. ; ...... __ ......__ ........ $319 
Not responsible for typographical _errors. 
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Miles and 
The 
Columbia Jazz Masterpieces 
Miles Davis 
. Sting Pulls Out 




By Marc Mamigonian 
Recently, Columbia Records, 
in its infinite wisdom and 
benevolence, has taken to rem-
astering and reissuing many of 
its greatest jazz masterpieces 
of the last 60 yea.rs or so. This 
series has been aptly named the 
"Columbia Jazz Masterpieces 
Series." The releases have 
ranged from the early days of 
the big bands .in the 1930' s 
(Benny Goodman and others) 
to the peak of the cool jazz 
movement of the 1950's and 60's 
(Miles Davis and others). 
The first album to be exam-
ined here is the 1953 release 
Ellington Uptown, featuring 
Duke and the Orchestra. The 
album came at a crucial time in 
to Har: ,- rri (The Harlem Suite)." 
Basically a L- ·,c;;ical collage of 
Harlem, reminisc1.. 11 t of Gersh-
win's "An Americ.an i11 Paris," 
it is among the Duke's most 
· complex compositions. 
Similarly involved is side 
two's "Controversial Suite, Parts 
1 and 2," which is an intricate 
look _back at the history of jazz, 
through Ellington's eyes. The 
reco·rd closes out with "Skin 
Deep,', which is mostly a long 
drum solo by Louis Bellson, 
which hits hard and fast in a 
torrent of sound. In short, 
Ellington Uptown is an impor-
tant and enjoyable album. 
Jumping ahead only five years 
in time, but light years in 
concept and technique (al-
thm,.gh this is not to infer that 
it is necessarily better), we have 
The Miles Davis Sextet's classic 
· Milestones album, featuring, · 
along with Miles on trumpet, 
Coltrane on tenor sax, Cannon-
ball Adderly on alto, Red G~r-
Sting, suffering f~om the pains of creative injustice during the recording of ... Nothing Like 
The Sun. 
Sting 
... Nothing Like The Sun 
A&M Records 
By Patrik Jonsson 
"Life is like nerve endings 
hanging out - that's the way life 
has to be," said Sting early on 
during The Pqlice's Synchro-
nicity Tour. However, with his 
new album ... Nothing Like The 
Sun, Sting has assuredly stuffed 
· those frayed nerves in his back 
pocket and while searching 
there, has pulled out the creative 
wir~s, exploring into every nook 
and cranny of popular music to 
fuse a lilting new album. 
Sting's songs, from his long 
gone Police days to the present, 
have progressed from punk- -
reggae ( Outlandos D'Amour), 
to raunchy pop (Regatta de 
Blanc and Zenyatta Mondatta), 
to shiny rock and roll ( Ghost 
Ellington's career and in the land on pia.no, Paul Chambers In The Machine and Synchro-
history of jazz· as a whole. The on bass, and Philly Joe Jones on nicity), always with a penchant 
be-bop movement of the late drums. The album comes from for loneliness and despair. 
40's, led by Dizzy Gillespie and what is often considered Davis' With his freshman solo al-
Charlie Parker, had more or less best period; not only was he · !:mm Dream Of The Blue Turtles 
put a·n end to the big band era surrounded by legendary per- he hung on to some of those rock 
that Ellington had been an formers, but his playing w~s as roots but injected some jazz and 
· integral part of since the late g~od as it ever would get. blues lines while extending 
20's. Surpr'ising many people some of his lyrics into a more 
in the jazz establishment, El- contempory genre, focusing 
lington came back strongly with "Dr.Jeckyll" opens the album, more on social issues i.e. "Rus-
an album consisting half of and the band bops along in good sians." 
revamped versions of his past form. The Davis original "Sid's Now, with ... Nothing Like 
classics and half of very complex Ahead" is next, featuring superb The Sun, Sting has finally let 
musical suites that some would solos by Davis and Coltrane. The go of most of his rock dabblings 
consider closer to classical music _ two best numbers· are the other and has extended into musical 
than jazz, Ellington Uptown. Davis original, called, modestly areas where he really feels at 
Beating Heart," both featuring 
AndY., Summers on guitar, set 
the tone for the whole album. 
· They are slick, at least inore- so 
then the tunes on Dream ofThe 
Blue Turtles, but rich, too - rich 
chords, rich bass, rich vocals. 
He then ventures into a satirical 
piece entitled "An Englishman · 
In New York," a very traditional 
jazz arrangement, complete 
with tip-tapping cymbals, walk-
ing bass, winding sax, and rap 
drums. 
After flipping the first disc 
it becomes evidept that St ing 
has given each side a specific 
theme. Songs like "History Will 
Teach Us Nothing," about, well, 
history, and "They Dance Alone 
(Gueca Solo)" are fist-banging 
comments on today's society. 
"They Dance ... " concerns 
itself with the plight of Chilean 
women who have lost their 
husbands, sons, and/ or brothers 
to mysterious actions. These 
women dance the Gueca Solo, 
a tribµtal dance in which they 
pin pictui;es of the missing on 
their clothes. The Gueca Solo 
is the opposite of a marriage -
ritual in which couples dance 
together with pictures of them 
together pinned on th~ir 
clothes. 
labeled miscellaneous. Although 
a good bit shinier then Jimi's 
original, ~ting really shows how · 
his voice has gotten him to 
where he is today, bellowing out 
one of the best tunes · on the 
album. Imagine a Sting song 
with screaming guitars, but not 
"Synchronicity II" or "Driven · 
To Tears," and you can imagine 
this song. The closing "Secret 
Marriage" is a church sonnet 
piece, only moderately inter-
esting. 
With some help from such 
distinguished musicians as Eric 
clapton, M4rk Knopfler, and 
Manu Katche (Peter Gabriel), · 
as well as some of the left over 
groupies from the Blue Tuttle 
band: Kenny Kirkland, Bran-
. ford "Boy is my brother a pain" 
Marsalis, Janice Pendarvis, and 
Dolette MacDonalds, Sting has 
spun out an album worthy of -
recognition. Headstrong Police 
fans may find it a bit slick, but 
should appreciate the fact that 
The Police ba_ssist_ still churns . 
out undulating tunes that really 
stir the soul. Granted, he'll never 
again write ''.Every Breath You 
Take," but upon· listening to 
songs like "Sister Moon' '. and 
_"Rock Steady,." one can't help 
hearing an unusual twinge to 
the vocals. Is Sting having fun_? 
et10ugh, "Miles," and a version home: R&-B, jazz, blues, funk, The "singles" the_me eman-
The album leads off (at least of Thelonius Monk's "Straight, and soul - they all find their way ates from the third side, which, Evidently, Sting is currently 
the reissue does - they shuffled No Chaser," both of which into some niche on this album in spite of the fact that it's singing some Italian opera as 
the. order of the tracks) with a feature breathtaking solo_s from . to make it Sting' s best work, yet. angled towards radio play, is st-ill well as working on some · movie 
new version of the Ellington Adderly, Monk, and Coltrane, Although Sting, Stewart, and quit~ good. Chances are yo:u have sets around the world. He 
signature tune "Take the 'A' in addition to the always peer- Andy together belted out some already heard "We'll Be Togeth- recently said that, unlike Mick 
Train," featuring a vocal by less Miles. of the most intriguiging mel- er," as if anyone could avoid it, Jagger; who is singing the same 
Betty Roche which would have odies of this decade, Sting has a throat-grow ling · song, fun- so~gs now as twenty years ago, 
been much more enjoyable had topped even The Pol ice by kyand danceable. The bluesy he ts constantly looking for new 
it not turned into an extended Alo ng with R ound 'Bout scratching his true calling onto "Rock Steady" roll~. inspirations_ and or iginal p ro-
scat sin.ging display . The re- Midnight. and Blue Mood, this vinyl. · · T · . ,, .. ; ::_,·: ,.;:"!, 'je~rs .. J::h is• di;gging- in attitude, 
vamped 1928 cl a-ss ic " The is one o f t h e best D a- Two songs concerning affairs ;-'•(,-~ ~,e- this ambition,has driven him 
Mooche" is riex t, and it abso·- vis/Coltrane albums ma·de, JfeJ of the~heart open th i_s double \.A..r~;.; \ ~tb~he~ heights on which he has 
lutely cooks. Ro~nding out the fore Coltrane set out on his ow·n ,. albu_m. "The L.aza rus Hear t /'.,!~,., .. •·:A rendering v,_~r.~· q, p{,,Jje.n- foun d a place in mus ic as one 
side is a cut that was left off the for good. Check· i·r9,u"t, or forev~h a trtbute to his mother who·'"'\}drix's .,''.Little _ · ' rouT{!$ qu, he most contemporary con-
origina.l album, "AT01i.e Parallel · l ive in ignorance. · 0,) • ~ecer:itly ~ied, and "Be Sti_ll_ MJ~'.tit~fi~ final sid&~ propet.11_· ___ porai;,y performer~. 
·:·~..,_ ,..,,.._._ '7._ -.... •- .. . .. ..... '4' .... ' ... - - - --- ·~---... - - .. •• :,,· ♦ ... - - --- -- . .... -·•-- -- , • • - ~ ··~ .. - ..... .. . · - ..... · - ... . . : ....... .. ·- ... _. - ... • "" ... _ __ ... . _ .. __ _ • • • • ··- ••• .,. , _ ____ -- - ·- - - _ , -- • __ _,._ ..., ,.,. , • .._~ ------· -·-- - -- - - - -·- - -· · ·• --- •- · - .,. ...... ....,,,_..,- .... 
--,\ 
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The UNH Jazz Band and The Seacoast Big Band, .directe~ by 
Dave Seiler, featuring guest artist,-composer and saxaphonist 
Bob Mintzer (pictured here), . will perform o~ Thursday, 
December 3 in the Johnson Theater of PCAC. Tickets are $5 
general admission, $4 for students and senior citizens. 
Tull: The '70s Return 
Jethro Tull with Faii:port Coi;ivention 
The Centrum, Worcester, MA 
Saturday, November 21 
By Arthur Lizie 
Think back to the highlights 
of the fabulous decade which 
we left behind a scant eight years · 
· ago: Watergate, pet rocks, _Mu-
nich Olympics, bell bottoms, 
Danny Bonaduce, .Three Mile 
Island, side burns, Vietnam, 
disco - the list goes on forever. 
Although the eighties aren't too 
thrilling, at least they're not the 
seventies. To paraphrase 
Dickens, "It was the worst of 
times, it was the worst of times." 
Another most coveted feature 
of that decade was loud, ignor-
ant, and overblown rock. We' re 
talking sniff that most respec-
table people will no longer 
admit that they ever listened· 
to, much 'less still do. We' re 
talking kiss and Black Oak 
Arkansas and Uriah Heep and 
Sweet and, yes, Jethro Tull. 
then, this is now. Today, instead 
of leading the pack, the ~re 
content to offer up their latest 
single, "Steel Monkey," which 
comes off as a third rate imita-
tion of the ever wonderful "The 
Theme from Miami Vice." 
Saturday n1ght, the band was, 
in a word, dull. They weren't 
even dull for very l9ag, only 
about an hour and a half: Over-
all, they were almost as exciting 
as watching the heating ele-
ments in an oven warm up. 
talent was allowed to show 
through, Visually this piece was 
·destroyed by needless and sexist 
theatrics. 
· , The other three members · 
were equally inept. Bassist Dave 
Pegg,. the other .core member 
of the trio, pounded away aim-
lessly for the duration. The 
keyboardist, who offended with 
a bo ring solo a la Rick Wake~ 
men, does not even deserve to 
have h-is name in print. 
Drummer Doanne Perry, who 
has probably never heard of the 
word subtlety, was boorish 
throughout the night, especially ~ 
on his sleep-inducing drum solo 
(didn't those go out with the · 
seventies also). 
Jethro Tull are still alive and 
kicking, playing The Centrum 
------------------'-------------1, in 1987. Like all of the other 
_ In spite of this, plaudits still 
go to the leader of the band, 
singer/ flautist/ guitarist Ian 
Anderson. Although much ma-
ligned during his c_areer, the 
energetic warlock-like English 
gentleman still holds up more 
than his fair s·hare of the live 
show. He was playful in his 
actions .and words, clever in 'his 
song selection, playing botL the 
obscure ("Hunting Girl") arid 
the obvious ("Aqualung" '. 'Lo-
comotive Breath"), and fun to 
list~n to, jokingly admitting how 
boring some of the songs had 
become over the_years. His flute 
solos during both "Living In The 
Past" and "Thick As A Brick 
(Edit 3) '' were imaginative, 
Ultimately, although he was 
the only member to b~ worth 
the price of' admission, the 
blame of this monstrosity falls 
on the shoulders of Anderson. 
He hired the guys, he arranged 
the music, it's his show. His solo 
disc a few years ago showed 
sign·s of his long lost brilliance. 
Does Jethro Tull need another 
revamping or .is it just time to 
call it a career? 
LP Short Takes 
· By Arthur Lizie • 
The Pretenders - The Sin-
gles/(Sire Records) :- The Sin-
gles is an enjoyable collection 
of all The Pretenders 45s from 
"Stop Your Sobbing'' to "Hymn 
To Her," with "I Got You Babe" 
by Chrissie Hynde and UB40 
thrown in for good measure. If 
you've got all the albums, you're 
not missing a_nything h~re, it's 
just nice to fill out the collection. 
The- most remarkable aspect of 
this record is the realization that 
over four LPs, Chrissie Hynde 
has gone through four different 
bands and about eight different 
band members. 
Sc_ream: The Compila-
•'tion/(Geffen Records) -Scream 
is a Los Angeles club that has 
given rise to bands of a throb-
bing, in.tense, and wicked nature 
including Jane's Addiction 
("Pigs In Zen"), Caterwaul 
("Ma.nna and Quail"), and the 
Delta Rebels ("Teenage Lipstick 
Girls"). This is the soundtrack 
to the club. This is a throbbing, 
intense , and wicked record. 
Some essential listening here. 
The Grapes Of Wrath Tree:_ 
- House/(CapitolRecords)-The 
, sticker on 1:his record hails The 
· Grapes of Wrath (which one is 
Jvfa Joad?) as "A Young Cana-
. dian Band. reviving the spirit 
'of -the sixties. With a sound 
reminis<;:ent of The Byrds." It's 
not a . bad analogy for this 
particular record, but why 
should we care what they revive 
· and who they sound like. The 
guitars are jingly and the har-
monies are tight and airy, just 
as one would expect. "Piece Of 
Mind" is the standout track. A 
pleasant surprise. 
Negativeland Escape From 
Noise/(SST Records) - Well, 
what do you expect from an 
album which features Fred 
Frith, The Residents, Jello 
Biafra, Jerry Garcia, and Mark 
Mothersbaugh? If you had to 
expect anything, it would be 
E,scape From Noise. This is an 
incredible collection of angst 
against commerci,d radio. "Mi-
chael Jackson," "the Playboy 
Channel," "Announcement," 
and "Over The Hiccups," sung 
by a three-year old kid, are all 
· essential listening in the dep-
rogramming of any top 40 radio 
addit:t 
Cry Before Dawn Crimes Of 
Conscience/(Epic Records) -
Just ·what the world needs, 
another Irish band with a con-
science. Actually, Cry Before 
Dawn in no way resemble their 
famous compatriots. They 
sound like a mixture between · 
Pete Townshend's recent work 
and David Hidalgo meets Ro-
land Gift, whatever that means. 
They never~· rock too much, 
which. is their ~ajor fault, but 
they do prove enjoyable on 
"Second Sight," which is pre-
dictable but fun, and "Nobody 
Knows," which features some 
horns that spice up the sound. 
Not bad for a first try 
Aztec Camera Love/(Sire 
Records) - What ever happened 
tp, Roddy frame? On earlier 
records he was able to come up 
with wonderful little pop ditties 
like "Oblivious," and even had 
some cool friends like Mark 
Knopfler, and some bright ideas 
like covering Van . Halen's 
/ 
. The Housemartins (Derek Ridgers p~oto) 
aforementioned abhorrences of 
the seventies, ·it seems as if 
Jethro Tull would be b,etter off 
left behind to a time that better 
suits them. Maybe there's a 
. mora-1 for all of us in the 
mistakes of Tull. 
At one time Jethro Tull were 
innovative. Their first record, 
This Was, is an incredible 
experience in flute based jazz 
blues. Although it's worn a little 
around the edges, it's still as 
vibrant today .as when i_t first 
came out. 
The rest of their career found 
them enjoying more success, 
both commercially and artistic-
· 1y: Benefit, Songs From The 
Woods, Thick As A Brick, and, 
of course, Aqualung. That ;was 
_"Jump." Love is indescribably 
bad mush: third ·rate disco 
covered with boring synthes-
izers. What ever happened to 
Roddy F tame? 
Joaquin Lievano One 
Mind/(Glo·bal Pacific Re-
cords) - Yet another in the long 
line new age records infiltrating 
a once proud record ind':1-stry · 
which formerly boasted Donna 
Summers and Chic· and their ilk 
as its mainstays. One Mind is 
almost as excitirig as watching 
TV stations when they're off 
the air. Journey fanatics will 
note the presence of drummer 
Steve Smith and Jackson fans 
· (not in particular the band, just 
the name) will note the omni-
present presence of Randy 
Jackson on bass on the title 
track. 
Paul Carrack One Good Rea-
son/ (Chrysalis Records) - One 
Good Reason is a ·good album, 
not five-years-in-the-making 
good, but good. Since 1982's 
Suburban Voodoo, Paul has 
recorded or performed with 
Nick Lowe, Mike and The Me-\ 
chanics, and Roger Waters, but 
has neglected his own work. 
Here, as on the first disc, we are ' 
treated to an Englishman-in-
Derroit, Motown sound. The 
highlights ii;iclude the title tra~k 
. and ' '. Double It Up." Worth a 
listen. 
Agnostic Front 'Liberty & 
Justice For ... '/(Combat Re-
cords) - If one were to be in the 
mood to listen to loud, fast, and 
incomprehensible political hard-
. core, Agnostic Front would be.· 
the band to turn to. On 'Liberty 
. expansive, and fun. In general, 
when he was the focus of atten-
tion, fr was a partially enjoyable 
show. 
Kind words do not flow like 
words into a paper cup for the 
other members of the band. 
Guitarist Martin Barre, once an . 
originatC>r,-is now content to 
wail off hollow metal· riffs and 
wander about useless repetitive 
noodlings. His 011ly moment of 
glory came during a quiet Bach 
guitar piece where some 9f his 
& Justice For ... ', Roger Miret 
serves up "Hypocrisy," ''Cruc-
ified," and "Censored" so fast 
they can't possibly offend. Catch 
the pand at your local all-ages 
hardcore show: 
The Housemartins The Peo-
ple Who Grinned Thems·elves 
to Death/(Elektra Records) -
With the wit and spice of The 
People Who Grinned Them~ 
Sixties English folk band 
Fairport Conv·emion opened the 
show and were actually more 
boring then Tull. On many 
songs it would not have been 
surprising if Spinal Tap's "Stone-
henge" dwarfs and rock ap- ~' 
· peared on stage. Since the ..;. 
innovators in -the group are · 
· either dead (Sandy Denny), or 
they hate each other (Richard 
and Lin·da Thompson), why" 
continue with a washed-up band 
that only features the original 
drummer? 
selves to Death, The Housemar-
tins have luckily avoided the 
dread sophmore jinx. They have 
neither repeated themselves nor 
become drastically different. 
Although -some comparisions 
to The Smiths are unfair to each 
band, now that Morrissey and 
the boys have parted ways, 
there's a big market just waiting 
to be -feed this stuff. Get ready 
to dance-.1:. ,. 
The UNH Theater/Opera workshop production of Menotti's -· 
opera "Amahl and the Night Visitors." runs December 4 and 
5 at 7 p.m. in the Johnson Theater of the Paul Cr~ative Arts 
Center. For ticket information, ctJ,11862-2290 . 
(, 
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Cool-Aid is a·crisis intervention 
hoUine op-erated and ~taffed by 
- UNH students. Our confidential 
services are accessible to the UNH 
stupent bocfy and surrounding 
. towns . 
. Cool-Aid is not only for people 
experiencing crises. No problem 
, can be ·too small. We can help you 
solve your problems, lend a help-
ing ear or simply refer you to a 
c-ontact that you may need. To 
find out more, call _ 




·_ Monday _: $2.0·0 
. \ . . . 
-*::* small cheese p_izza 
Until December 6th .• 
Until December 7th 
Starting at 6:00 - close 
. -················~~···················-··•,•········~····· fl :· - THE YEAR OF THE -PRES:IDENCY · · :' . . . 
: Democratic Candidate · : , 
for : • 
Pres i-dent : · 
• • • • . . 
• • • 
f • 
MICH.AEL . DUKAKIS 
. speaks on 
• • • • • • . . 
• • 
THE' NATURE OF THE PRESIDENCY·: 
• • 
We-dnesd~y, December .2 , : -
• • : 8:30 p.m. ·: 
i Johnson Theater · ! • • • • 
1 : . . . -~t&~CfJJuM0~ . ' . ~ . : 
. •········································•·••··········· · · ... :~ ee •• •,! •• -----. •,:•i-~,W ·•iMa ~-ltMI.~  •' .~ • .~ ~ · .,. ........... ~ ... ~ ....... ~~-- . . . 
. ' 
-For GraduatesaQd.Their Guests 
The· UNH Parents' Association ·invites .you 
to the Winter Commencement Breakfast 
Saturday; December 12, 1987. 
8:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. 
Memorial Union Building 
Granite State Room 
$3 .50/ perso1;1 
Please complete the form below ·and return it with your check made • 
payable to the University of New Hampshire to: Winter Commencement 
Breakfast, Elliot Alumni Center, University of New Hampshire, Durham, 
NH 03824. > 
RSVP by December 4. Tickets will be held at the Granite State Room 
recepti~n area on the morning of the brnakfast. . 
-~---------------------------~------
___ will/--- will not be able to attend 
the · Winter Commencement Breakfast. _ 
Enclosed please find my check payable to the • 
. D«l'l~ ~ 0-«4e, o/ p~ ~ . NameUniversity of New Hampshire in the amount of$ 
"eaLL 'JM qm Od,«, .9t_ Wt.LL "Bt '1..ud.JI Ww. q()f, ;(we" ~ : •,: Address -~-----------~---:---
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·By Doug Marle.fte .. 
by -Bill Watterson 
"• Nfrmatter· hd\A/ lofrg o:r how much 
···you've ·s~oked: it 's ngt too late 
· .to slop .. 8.ecause the sooner you 
put dow,n- your last cigarette, 
. 'th~ soon~r yo'ur:,b9dy ·will begin . 
· .: 1:q~feturl') tff \ts .. ~9r
1
rrial:, ·healthy 
-~ state,. : . ,. ' 
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;RE FIGHT,! NG FOR 
.[<UFE . 
LUXEM-BURG . 348 
LONDON f :, , 389 
:pu·1s ···· ···· · .•.i 41a 
_. · BE.RMUDA. . 220 ._ 
:110MGKONG'ii ···· 749 .· 
;'IS' •:CARACAS•,"s>' ... •·•·''::380 , 
t· ·. Jax~ not inclu~:c,ct: .:., ~ 
ALSO : lntern-at ,onal Student 
f.i.··•··.;. . i I ·o . Youth Hostel Pas•el and 
- ;EURAIL.Passes issoed on 
. ··--·:',:. the ·spat! · ::: 
"call tor FREE CIEE: 
: $t~de·nt -Travel ~•~•l~g ! 
: . COUNCIL TRAVEL . 









Hair A~d Skin Core 
For The Fom(ly 
. . 35 Main St. • Durha~ 
.·. 868-7051 
. AND -· Now .... 
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Universl Comics 
/ 
·Rubes® By Leigh Rubin 
"Boy, Mildred Fleckstein really blimped ·out!" 
· MAIN STREET-
W€ t IWO OUR H£RO fRAT 
-MAN T ltD UP IN ADMIN 
- 1ST RA,- IV£ RED TAP£ 
BY THA1' 8£L\.-CUR"£ 
BADGW •··•DR.GPA 
X MA"£ VDU NIJW, F'RATMANl ,~===-~ 
IF' 'IOU PASS iWIS ,-es, 
OF STR£.NGTl4, VDU MA'f' 
GO OH •·•lF VCU F"tl.., 
VO\J WILL R€MAIN HEU 
IN ACAD£Mac · LIMBO 
FORfV£R 1-1~! ~~I 
/ · 
LIST£N ','OU MICRO 
-C.HIP MDRDW 1 "0 50"0S 
CAN HOLD VRATMPIN••• 
NDW X'LL. SC.RAMS\..£ 
YOUR SC.M£MATlC.S, · 
:t•I..L••· . 
II I# . 
5HAOE.St ·. 
/ - .· 
W£ LL ~MADES 1 HOW THAT 
VOUJ:l BACK ON €.ART .. , PIH 
-SW£R T'°'IS i:>5YCOL'OGY 
QU£S'TIDN ''WHO WAS••••• 
The best way · to . rea·ch 
• . . 
10,000 people-is through 
. the classifieds · · 
AMOUNT ENCLOSED: 
Advertiser's Name: . 
Address: 
Phone: 
RATES: $LOO for 20 words per insertion 
Each additional run: $1.00 
All ads MUST be prepaid 
. . 
Times 
.·To Run __ 
I . .-
1 
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CLASSIFIED 
ROOMMATE WANTED for springI 
A roo m for rent in a three bed roo m, 
spacious Newmarket apartment. Off -street 
parking and c lose to K-van st?P- Respon-
sible, NON - SMOKER , to l ive w ith two 
wome n. Rent is $500 pe r month ($1 66 
• eac h), hea t and hot wate r inc luded. 
Electri c ity averages about $7 per month. 
. Must pay Jan uary rent. Call Beth at 659-
5959 or 862-11 24. 
. ROOM IN DURHAM in large house on Rt. 
108 across from Yo un g Dr. Ava il ab le in 
Ja nua ry for second semester. Fo r more 
information ca ll Ellen at 868-3752. 
Fema le Ro om mate Needed to share a 
house on 16 Young Drive, Spacious li ving 
accommodations! Call Patty at 868-5457. 
Q.LDE R WOMAN (NON-SMOK ER) TO 
SHARE TWO BED ROOM NEWMARKET 
APARTMENT WITH NON-TRADITIONAL 
STUDENT. NEWLY REN OVATED . LOW 
UTILITIES. OFF-STREET PAR KING. ON 
KA RIVAN ROUTE . $200 PER MONTH 
PLUS UTILITIES. CALL 659 ~2737 even\ 
ings. 
NEWMARKET, Professional Male graduate 
st.udent looking fcir sam e, 25 plus , non 
smoker, to share five room apartment, wood 
heat , washer/ dryer, $275 .00 . 659 -6143 
leave message. 
For Rent, Two Bedroom APARTMENT in 
Ro~hester. Fenced yard, garage, hardwood 
floors. $550 monthly includes heat/hot 
water. 431-7947 evenings / weekends. 
1 Bedroom Apartment -~ Main. St. Durham, 
$500 per month plus _electr icity (Heat 
included). Call 207-439-3801 . 
3 Room cottage on Great Bay Durham on 
Cedar Pt: Rd. $300 a month and utilitie·s. 
Call Lloyd. 749-6987. 
1980 CHEVY MALIBU CLASSIC, 95, 000 
miles - FAIR CONDITION. $900 Call Kate 
- 868-.2721 . 
Go ver nm ent Surplu s, Uniform Pants & 
shirts $2.00, unif9rm jackets $6.00, Cam-
ofl age $18.00 , Fati gues, Parka s, F,lyers 
· Jac ke1s, Fi·eld Jackets, Boots, Sleep ing-
bags, Camping equipment , Paint , Ch airs, 
· Lam ps, etc. Rt e. 4 Nor thwood, Frid ay -
Monday 10-5, 942-5378. 
1977 BUICK SKYLARK - S - Go_od school 
transportation, re liab le car, only $150, wi ll 
negotiate. Call Mark 868-3709. 
1980 Datsun 210, work ing condition, $800 
or best offer. Ca ll 7 49-5702. 
IRISH KNITS, LAMBSWOOL, COTTONS, 
SHETLANDS, Even some CASHMERE at 
UNB ELIEVAB LY low pri ces . Come over 
·and take a look next Tuesday 11 -6 p.m. 
at the l)AC lounge (60 Strafford .Ave.) 
ATTEN TI O N UNH STUDENTS and FA-
CUL TY: Don't mi ss the great SWEATER 
SALE sponsored by the UAC Res idents' 
Coun c il at the Undergrad. Apts. (ac ross 
from th e Al.umni Center) TUESDAY, DE -
CEMBER 1st from 11-6 p.m. 
CHRI STMAS SWEATER SALE at the New 
Aparts Tuesday, Dec . 1 11 -6 p.m. Great 
Christmas figts for Dads, uncles, Brothers, 
even Moms at WHOLESALE pricesI! 
Helper tor handicapped person. $6 an hour. 
No experience necessary. Hours negot-
iable. Easy work. Great boss. Call Dan at 
692-4764. evenings. 
Overseas jobs ... Summer, year -round . 
-Europe, South Am erica, Australia, Asia. 
AfFields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free 
information. Write IJC, P.O. Box 52-NH01, 
Coronal DEL Ma_r, CA 92625. 
GREAT part-time opp ortunity to GAIN 
EXPERIEN-CE while marketing FORTUNE 
'200 Companies ' products on ca mpus! 
FLEXIBLE hours' References given. Call 
1-800-243-2786. 
CHRISTMAS CRAFT FAIR, 5 LITTLEHALE 
RD, DURt-i AM, SAT. DEC. 5, 9-5. Fo ll ow 
signs fr . Madbury Rd. DOOR PRI ZES . 
The Career Planning anc;J Placement Office 
needs a logo. Enter your Io·go design anc:J 
win $25. 001! See you r artwork disp laye d 
on fl ye rs and pos ters all ove r camp us. 
Subm it des ign by December· 18, 1987 to 
the Ca reer Planning & Placement Off ice, 
203 Hudd leston Hall. 
The CIA WILL BE RECRUITIN G at Hud-
dleston Hall on Tuesday, D_ecember 1 from 
9-4 . . Come and join us protes t the C l A 's 
presence on campus. 
ADOPTION - Loving, profess ional, white 
couple desire to adopt newborn . All med ical 
and legal expenses paid. Confidential. Ca ll 
collect (617) 747-5322. 
Ad opiion : Loving co uple, physic ian and 
psyc holog ist wish es to adopt newborn. 
Warm family, opportunities' Expenses paid. 
Legal , confidential. Call Ellie collect 212-
724-7942. 
BOOK RETURN: Students, please pick up 
· any remaining course books for the fall 
semester. Book return s in progress . -
University Bookstore. 
I AM THE VARITYPER I AM IN CONTROL 
I AM THE VARITYPER I AM IN CONTROL 
DON 'T THINK FOR A SECOND THAT YOU 
ARE IN CHARGE I AM THE VARITYPER 
I AM IN CONTR'OL 
Studio Apartment for rent. In Durham·w I off- Resumes - Written an9 Word ifrocessed 
Larouche for Pre sident Reps. vs . UNH 
Debate Society Debate on INF Treaty to 
be signed by Reagan & Gorbachev on Dec. 
7. Be there to voice an opinion! Strafford ' street parking. Cl ean. and veP{,.,'sq.u_iet. . 1s·0Y,"Professiona"I Writer. Fro m $1 o.··caJI' ~ 
f :~:~~,;:;~:~;;:~f :~;,~~~::~;;~. i~~~E~;fa:~;,ff :e~,~~~'~,~~~~ C:.:~ • Jl;.,~ 
Rm. M·us Mon. Nov. 30, 6-8 p.m. 
leave name, number and best time to call. time. Apply in person at the bookstore. 
Room, $185/mo.,-' 3/Bdrm. remodled Apt. Sales Representative - KINKO'S, the 
1 o minutes from UNH, in Dover. 7 43-4122 nationally renowned leader in the academic 
Nights, 868-5558 days, ask for Jan or Chris copy field is -now offering a sales position 
to outgoing, energetic achievers. Territory 
is limited to UNH and does not require a 
car or -extensive travel. Knowledge of 
Campus a must. If you enjoy helping people 
we can offer a challening_ position - with 
an attractive commission scale. We are 
MUST SELL - TWO STEREOS AND ONE GREAT COPIES - GREAT PEOPLE. 51 
TEN SPEED BIKE. CALL: Mark, in Ports-· Main St., Durham. 868-6322. 
mouth'at 431. -4669. Leave message. 
CASH. _CASH . CASH. DISTRIBUTE FLY-
. FLY TO HAWAII. N.Y TO HONOLULU. Dec. . ERS TO SEACOAST HOMES AND BUSl-
rn, non-stop, $250,Call 862-2146: NESSES. OWN TRANSPORTATION -
Mazda GLC Hatchback. 1979, 4-speed, WALKING SHOES - FRIENDLY. CALL 
great _reliable car , am / fm, 35 plus mpg , APP-LE PAINTING ' & RESTORATION . 
95k miles , $650. Mike 862-4413 or 659- PORTSMOUTH. 431-4669. Leave mes-
6014 evenings. sage. 
THE FAR_ SIDI By GARY LARSON 
f ~sl\ or cur h;i;+ ? 
Fish OY- cut bo..·,1? 
f~~'n OY- cut bait? 




Bartending Course - Learn a valuable skill 
for fun or profit. Prepare for a good paying 
part -time or vacation job . Get hands on 
professional training behirid an actual bar, 
with lots of practice time. It's easy and fun 
our way. Certificates Awarded. School is 
licensed and is on UNH Kari-Van route. 
Visitors welcome . Evening classes. Call 
or write for Free brochure. Ma_ster Bartening 
school, 84 Main St. , Newmarket , N.H. Tel. 
659-3718. 
Guitar Lessons - Study with a G.I.T. Grad. 
Improvisational concepts, technique, ear 
training, chords, harmony and theory, all 
styles. Call 749-4780. . 
Learn Astrology - Learn about New Age, 
Astrology and your daily Astroluck. Send 
a self addressed stamped envelope to Paul 
S. Gibson, 2051 Pioneer Trail L-237, Nwe · 
Smyrna Beach, FL 32069. · 
For all your T-Shirt needs SEE ELI AT 
· Kappa Sigma or Call 868-9637. 
Skate Sharpening at Durham Bike for $3 
travel 
Sick of school? Ti red of Durham? THI NK 
SPRING BREAK' THINK CANCUN, MEX-
ICO OR THE BAHA1v1ASI Make plans now 
fo r yo u_r spring brea k trip to th e sunny 
· tropics ll! Trip packages start at $279. For 
info ca ll Roberta, 868-3214. 
To the cooks in B-4 (Mill Pond RD ): Thanks 
for the awesome dinner Friday - it was just 
like Mom's. Love Suki, Kim, Pam, and Lizard 
SAY "YES" TO WEASEL & PUTTY !!III 
' Happy 21st JennII11 fromm your O.M. study 
buddy -----. 
Mule & Corndog - Hi gl..iys 1 Have a Happy 
Thanksg iving & a grea t vaca ti on. Love 
Bernie 
To Sua, Kim, Pam, LDM, Mule, Karen, Krit, 
Woobs, Ya ki , Coxus, Sonn y, He id i, and 
whomever else. I ma y have fo rgo tten: 
HAPPY THANKSGIVINGl!!!I!!!! Love Liz 
How fishermen blow their own minds. Also Sua, have some tea and cwwumpits! 
Hey, Betharoo, sorry I missed that late night 
(early morning??) of yours. That was some 
Pauli Girl party, eh? Laura, next time you 
and I will have to drink along with our ' 
boatracing buddy. Betsy, give Sting a hug 
for me. And Sam, watch out for those funnel 
attacks! But most of all watch out for that 
killer rookie pun ch. Right, Ch ris? Hey, to 
all my rugby pals ciut there have happy and 
hearty Th anksgi ving . But watch out fo r 
those killer calories. After all" Judy's winter 
sessions· wi ll be start ing soon (hee,hee). 
Take it easy, Hooker. 
Congratu lations to the Fall '87 AG R 
Rhomates. Great job you guys !!' 
Pi Kappa Alpha Slave Auction! Today I 3 
p m. at Pike, 5 Strafford Ave . Proceeds to 
benefit the Special Olympics. 
· Ladies, are you sick of the obnoxious Pike? 
How would you like to own one? Come to 
Pi Kappa Alpha, Slave Auc ti on. Today 
Tuesday Nov. 24 at Pike at 3 p.m. Proceeds 
to benefit the Special Olympics. 
. To H & D. 0 - Congratul at ion s on fi na ll y 
becoming a lambchop. Come over anytime 
you fee l like be ing picked on. H - I'm 
ch arg ing rent on my bed next tim e, and 
please, try to be a little more lively. By the 
way, we are not going to the library at 3:30 
A.M. A&L. 
Des perate ly searching for th e perfec t 
thermal!II Please call Birdman at the Hudd, 
862-4322, with any information. 
Weebl e, Boinker and Barbie , I hope you 
all have an awesome THANKSGIVING! 
I'm going to miss you guys' L~)Ve Chuchie 
Juanita . Thanks for the help on the H.W. 
You make a great punk! Hi Reg and Freddie. 
Love Geeksht. 
Dear my pink pretty princess, you have 
always ,;.,_,anted a personal so I thought one 
for your birthday would be the best time . 
I love you more than anything in the world. 
Happy Birthday ... the 45 ft. Yacht is waiting 
to take us away. Love always, your mean, 
cute, tough teddy bear. 
· Julie , Happy 18th! You're legal now. Be 
careful! When you remember ,this yea r 
remember: The Blonde, Boston , SNOW, 
Concord, Mad Max, RG Evaluations , 
Rangermen , Silos , MAIL, Whinning, 
ALARMS, getting lost, the essence of your ... 
Oh, and us, Mary and Colleen. 
The CIA is recruiting on campus Tuesday 
December 1, 9-4pm. Come to Huddleston 
Hall and help get them off our carnpus! 11 
Dawn, Mandy, the 'old' Congreve gang ; 
and RHS friends ... Just thought I would 
surprise all of you!!! Sounds like UNH is 
better than ever - sorry to be missing it 
all. As for me·, from Octoberfest to Budapest 
life couldn't ·be more exciting!!' PROST! 
- Debbie in Vienna. 
To the Theta Chi s'rothers, Daughters of 
the Crossed Swords, and all their associate 
members - A VERY HAPPY THANKSGIV- , 
ING! 
HEY HITCHCOCK SECONOII! Hope all you . 
guys have a _GREAT Thanksgiving break! 
Debbo. 
Dear Mikey - Hope yOu had a good 
weekend without me. I missed you alcit. 
I L,_OVE YOU!II See you soon - Tubby. 
No Colleen - I didn't fo rg et yout Happy 
Tu rkey Day and Good Lu ck on Monday. 
Deb. 
Dee, We are so proud of you! Love your 
sisters. 
Harr(y)-p ie- Hope yo u have a wonderful 
Th anksg iving ' I' ll see you wh en we get 
back? Good luck that week! Thanx for a 
grea t 2 month s (almost ) love ya , Drool-
Master. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO TWO OF MY MOST 
FAVORITE PEOPLE IN THE WHOLE WIDE 
WO RLD , DEE AND MIKE, DEC EMBER 
2N D. DON'T WORRY DEE, I COULDN'T 
FO RGET IT . CO NGRATULATI O NS O N 
FINAL LY BEIN G LEGA L. LOVE YO U 
BOTH. JOANNE. 
KAREN AND DEE-ALL I CAN SA'( IS THAT 
'YOU 'VE BLOWN IT ALL SKY HIGH!! I' 
H O PE YOU BO T H HAV E A G OOD 
THANKSGIVING. LOVE YA - JOANNE. · 
Con gratulationst1 .. To the winn ers of _the-
Sprin g Tex tboo k Req ui sition Drawing 
. spon sored by th e Universi ty Bookstore: 
1st prize: F. Hoornbeek ( Zoology), 2nd prize: 
D. Hebert (Education), 3rd prize : B. Ko-
monchak (Spanis_h). . 
GRAPHICS*GRAPHICS*GRAPHICS*GRA-
PHICS* Hey all you little GraRhic Weasels, 
don't forget that we are not working ~n the 
25th, 26th, 29th, or 30th. Our Thanksgiving 
vacation! Of course, you must realize that 
this will further limit my already VERY low 
funds, causing me to be unable to buy the 
. e/ pensive and extravagant gifts I had 
planned· on· purchasing for you all for .,_ 
Christmas. Hey, kids, that's the wa/the 
wax melts! I hope you all have a lovely 
Thanksgiving holiday parking down as 
much food as is physically possible (and 
maybe even .more)- -'remember to keep 
those calories in mind when you get to the 
pumpkin pie, though!! See you all-bright 
eyed and bushy tailed-bac l< at work on 
WP,dnesday. Dec. 2nd! Love and kisses 
to you all , your ubiquitpu~ Graphic Manager 
M. ************ 
Thanks Marge 
Get the CIA off UNH campus!!! Tuesday 
. December 1, 9-4pm. · 
DSS#6 - Good luck on your test!!! Please 
don 't invite any females over to help you 
babysit. Have a nice Thanksgiving. PBT 
To " Bill" in Hitchcock - Thanks for light-
ening up my Friday. nite. Who's the devils 
advocate? 
. ·C ... · .~~~,:~:.:=I 
Ladies , did that Pike evi3 r call you back 
like he said he would? No? Then come TRACY DICKSON - I found your wallet -
call Andy at 868-3756 if I'm not there leave purchase_ him as your slave. Today, 3 p.m. 
at Pi_ Kappa Alpha , 5 Strafford Ave . Pro- :...yo_u_r....:.p_h_o_ne_ n_um_ be_r_. ______ _ 
ceeds to benefit t~~-~o~c[al_OI~~ * 
r.--~ 
~ Happy Birthday Ger ry, 
i Have one on ·us! 
Lo1;e, . , , 
LB, JH, HH, SP & DM 
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openings for 
-Academic Affairs Council 
Chairperson 
.: Student Life Council 
Chairperson 
applica_tion deadline: December 4 
Applications are avaflable in the 
Student Senate Office 
Rm.130,MUB 
[ 
. Eta Sigma Phi 
(Classics Honor Society) 
@~U)/~ 








WE INVITE YOU TO JOIN US ] 
~ ~ ~ ] 
. ~ n&  ~-Jf- ] 
Departure at 10am Saturday, December ] 
5th from the front of Smith Hall. Please ] 
[ 
sign up a_.s.a p. in the Spanish/ Classics · ] 
Office, 2nd floor Murkland. · ] . 
FUNDED BY PFO 
~- . u u ,c u ,c ,c ,c' ,. . ] 























7 am to 11 pm 
* 6 Runs Per Hour * 
:00 . :10 :20 :30 
·01 :11 :21 :31 
·:02 :12 :22 , :32 . 
·04 :14 :24 :34 
·05 :15 :25 :35 
:06 :16 :26 :36 
:Q7 :17 :27 :37 
:08 :18 :28 :38 
:09 :19 :29 :39 
7 am to 6 pm 
_ * 4 ·Runs Per Hour * 
. ' 
. ·QQ :1.5 . . :30 :45 
:01 , :1-6 , :31 :46 
:02 · :17 , :32 :47 
:b4 :19 :34 :49 
:05 :20 ·35 :50 
:07 :22 · :37 :52 
:09 :24 :39 :54 
:11 :25 :41 :56 
:12 :26 :42 :57 
:14 :28 ' :44 :59 
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~ ] INNER ROU1E 
• INNER ROUTE STOPS 
[ .......... I OUTER ROUTE 
@ OUTER. ROUTE STOPS 
RoulH Bt 9ln 
··· .. :: ··.-_ ~STARTS NOVEMB.'ER 23rd* 
DAVIS CT 
1,/ JLLI A n SON H~ LL 
' 
. 'v/OODl1M/ 
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Swim teams split with URI; women win 
By Marie Reilly 
The· women's swim team 
swam away with · their third 
victory of the season Saturday 
as they outdistanced new league 
competitors Rhode Island by 
26 points. UNH's record now 
stands at 3-1. 
. Even though ir-was one of the 
coldest days of the season, things 
heated up quickly when the 
Wildcats' 200-medley relay of 
Pam Gauvi.n, Sarah Gunning, 
Sharon Jackson, and Sue Ogden 
came from behind and out-
. touched URI's team by one-
tenth of a second. · 
. Karen Davis, Karen Lorenz, 
and Tanya Horne kept things 
going by taking second, third 
and fourth in the 1000-freestyle 
respectively. 
Jen Branon took second with 
a personal best of 203.74 in the 
200-freestyle. Ogden took third 
while Cheryl Bur,:- placed sixth 
putting the Wildcats at 25 
points and the Rams hung close 
with 24. 
Sprinter Meghan McCarthy 
took first in the 50-free with 
a time of 2 5 .93 while Beth 
Bochenek came in fourth and 
Michele Lizotte sixth. 
Becca Dorhety once again 
took first in the 200-individual 
medley a~ teammates Bethany 
Haller and Brooke Harris were 
not far behind with a third and 
a fourth. 
Pam Gauvin didn't allow the 
loss of key divers Kathy Walsh 
and Liz Rosen to weaken UNH 
in this .event. Gauvin easily took 
first in the one and three-meter 
with a score of 201.90. The 
second place diver was a long . 
150_.15 points away. 
Diver Wendy Purington gave 
UNH a fourth arid Tina Lessin, 
normally \l swimmer, helped out 
the short-handed .diving squad 
:with a fifth-place finish. . 
Freshman Haller showed her 
strength in the 200-butterfly 
along with Jackson and Lorenz. 
UNH took first, third and 
fourth respectively in this event. 
-------MINNESOTA---
(continued from page 24) 
"Minnesota did.n't get to us 
quite a~ quickly,".he said. 
The gbaltending situation 
looks promising as the season 
continues, and that time is what 
it takes. "I've only played in four 
league games," Morrison said. 
"This year, I'd like to get better 
with lots of playing time.'' 
Personally, ·Morrison s·a.-id 
he'd like to cut down on garbage 
goals, and rebounds, but a team 
effort,is what it will take to win 
that first game. . 
NOTES: After Horner' s goal 
in the Minne.~ota game, a fish 
was thrown out onto the ice, 
silencing of 6,653 at Mariucci 
Arena. The fish was heaved by 
friends of Wildcat Mark John-
son, 'Yho hails from St. Paul, 
Minnesota ... With two goals and . 
an assist on the trip, Chris 
W innes raised his team leading 
scoring totals to four goals with 
ten assists for 14 points ... Bobby 
· Miller holds the UNH freshman 
-record for points in a season 
with 59 ( 1975 ) .. . Of the last 12 
regulation peripds, the 1UNH 
goahes have saved ten or more ' 
shots in 11.. . With 101 points, 
-Hanley passed Dude Thorn into 
35th place on the UNH career 
scoring list ... Color.ado College 
and Denver University come 
to Snively this weekend ... Co-
lorado is 2-10-1 overall while 
Denver is one of the top teams 
inth~WCHA. 
UNH quarterback Bob Jean had a rough and tumble year and 
was injured often, but still managed to make the Yankee 
" 
1 
Conference's second team due to his performances. (Craig 
Parker) 
UNH dominated the 100-
freestyle with Branon taking 
first (56.30) and McCarthy 
placing second,making it a close 
race with a time of 56.44. 
Nancy Kitchen, Dorhety, and 
Amy Babson took second, · 
fourth, and sixth in the 200-
backstroke . 
Fortunately, after this event, . 
the score widened to UNH 86, . 
URI 65 and the pressure was 
somewhat eased. Coach Brenda 
Skelley recalled the URI coach 
saying, "Our record is 1-0 and 
we'll leave here today 2-0." 
Skelley responded in a confident 
sort of way, saying "We'll see." 
The cocky statement did no-
thing but fuel the fire into the 
'Cats as they continued to blow 
the Rams out of the water. · 
UNH showed their depth as 
the distance swimmers showed 
their strength in the 500-free 
event. Davis took second, Jack-
son (swimming this event. for 
the first time) took third, and 
Horne · followed up with a 
fourth. . 
. The final individual -event of 
. the day was : the 200-
breaststroke. Captain Sarah 
Cunning came iri second with 
2 :40.83 . tmiching out the third 
place URI swimmer by five one-
hundredths of a second. Allen · 
took sixth 1and Carolyn Desma-
rais, normally a distance free-
styler, debuted in this event 
taking fifth . 
The 400-freestyle relay was 
up next and there wasn't much 
strain on the 'Cats because of 
their comfortable cushion. The 
undefeated relay team of Ogden, 
Kitchen, McCarthy, and Branon 
swam away with the race with 
the only competition coming 
from the Wildcats' B team of 
Horne, Lizotte, Bochenek, and 
Allen. The relay team touched 
in with a time of 3:48.98. 
"It's great to win, but it's even 
better when the other team 
doesn't expect it," said excited 
. coach Skelley when it was all 
over. "A lot of teams have been 
surprised by UNH this year. 
We've only just begun." . 
UNH's next meet is Friday, 
December 4th, at Holy Cross 
College .. .. ..... 
The Wildcat me.n's swim-
ming team wasn't as successful 
as the women were against URI. 
The men fell .to 0-2 on the 
season after Saturday's 124-90 
loss to the Rams. 
Much like the 'Cats first meet 
against Northeastern, freshmen 
Bob Quinn anci Jerry Bailey had 
strong showings. Bailey won the 
1000-freestyle and the 200-
individual medley while Quinn 
was first in the 200-backstroke. 
The 400-Iil.edley team re-
mained undefeated, with Brian 
Kablik, Henry Bak~r, Doug 
Gordon and Quinn finishing 
first on Saturday'. 
The 'Cats won't be in action 
again until December 4, when 
· they tra"'.el to Holy Cross. · 
UNH goalie Pat Morrison extends his body to the fullest to stop a shot by a Lowell Chief 
i!) recent action. The 'Cats dropped two in Minnesota over the weekend. (Craig Parker file 
photo) · 
--~--~--FINALE 
valuable player becomes 'the 
team d0ctor. 
"Think back to the 
Richmoµd-BU game;" said 
kicker Eric Facey. "They won 
the conference way back then · 
and we still had a lot of key 
conference games left. After the 
UMO game, we all knew we still 
had a shot and we knew what ~e had to do:" 
The success of the UNH 
football program has done wond-
ers for the iearn, the University, 
and the surrounding commun-
ities. Much like any good team,. 
this succe,ss is both good and bad. 
Recru'its look at success and 
ultimately, that is what gets 
thetn here. 
However, success can also be 
fatal. Everybody expects· 'win-
ning seasons from the 'Cats, and 
that wish .is virtually granted 
eve,ry season. When the 'Cats 
falter, as they have the last three 
seasons, they hear about it. 
CLOSING NOTES: Facey, 
(continued from page 24) 
who for three seasons was Year honors, and UConn's quar-
arguably the best kicker in the terback Matt DeGennaro cap-
conference, struggled through tured Rookie of the Year- ' 
a dismal year, connecting ·on ' . ... Braune and Olds had banner 
only seven of eighteen field goal years. Braune caught 53 -passes 
attempts . "I tried· everything good fof 763 ya-rds and ten 
all year," he said. "It was touchdown passes (a UNH 
definitely a mental proble.rn. I r_ecord). Olds made 61 recep-
think that, after three good tions for 807 yards and five · 
years, I put a little too much . touchdowns and also becaine 
pressure on myself." ... A posse UNffs all-ti!ne leading receiv'- · 
of Wildcats made the confer- er. Twice, he caught 13 passes 
ence's all-star teams. Defensive : in one game. Both will be back 
tackles Paul Boulay and O'Mal- next year .. .Iti seven games, Ford 
ley, and receiv<:rs Curtis Olds gained 761 yards and scored 
and Chris Braune all inade. the seven titnes ... Next season's key 
first te~.m. Boulay also received -will be the defensive line as 
the conference's Defensive. Play- Boulay, O'Malley, and Kevin 
er of the Year Award. Line- Doherty won't be scaring offen-
backer Scott Curtis, Facey, -sive linemen anymore ... The 
safeties Tim Byrne (5 intercep- offense looks sound as tailback 
tions) and Bill Farrell, Jean, Todd Urbanik,Jean, Ford, Olds, 
Ford, and offensive lineman .· and Braune all return to form 
Frank Maguire all made the a solid nucleus. "We're already 
second team ... Maine's Mike looking forward to next season," 
Buck won the Offensive Player said Whipple. "We've got some 
of the Year A ward, Dal She?lY. goc;>d ~i~s to work with." 
of Richmond won Coach of the · · · -
• I 
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Sports 
_Huskies deny -'Cats an chance of bid 
Injuries _ hurt Wildcats 
By ;Rick Kampersal trudged through the schedule 
· The Wildcats' chances of with a badly battered shoµlder . 
making the 1987 Divis-ion I-AA and third-stringer Matt Griffin 
playoffs were shattered Saturday came down with mononucleosis 
afternoon in Storrs~ Connecticut later on. Th.is often pressed Jean 
as the Huskies roared back from · into service. 
a 21 ~ 7 deficit to take a .31-21 The 'Cats also finished up the 
· victory. season without their number 
The loss, because of the · one ball carrier, Norman Ford; 
obvious ramifications, was hard , Ford suffered an ankle injury 
to swallow, but even more hard against Lafayette,. tried to play· 
to swallow was the fact that against Maine, and then found 
UNH just doesn't seem to have out that die ankle was broken. 
it together when they play Without the flashy Ford, the 
crucial games in the ·latter stages 'Cats rushing game was more . 
• of the season. vulnerab:k. 
Of th_e past three seasons, We could go on arid on, _but 
UNH has gone 0-3 in season the simple fact is that UNH was 
openers and L-8 in the last three not healthy at . the crucial junc-
games of each year._ The lone ture of the season. · 
win came ·against UMass this He.ad coach Bill Bowes ac-
sea-sbn. The 'Cats dropped cru- knowledges the injuries as a 
cjal games to Maine and Rich- · problem, not an excuse. 'Tve 
·mond as well as UConn. said all along that the healthiest 
Injuries did play a big part . team at the most important 
tn, the disappointing derioue- . times will win the games," said 
me'nr. This was punctuat.ed Bowes. "We lost Norm, who I 
when, on the second play of1he feel is the second best. runner 
game in Storrs, nose guar,d Bill in the conference (presumably 
O'Malley went down with a leg referring to Richmond's Erwin 
.injury. Afaer that, all the Hus- Matthews), Jean was hurt all 
kies did was msh for 276 yards year, and O'Malley went down." 
on the league's leading defensive "The year before," Bowes 
team. continued, "we lost Ilia Jarost-
"We just weren't the same chuk. We just cannot be the 
team all year," said offensive- same without .our_ best players._ 
coordinator Mark Whipple. I can't totally use injuries for 
"Nobody likes to lose and I feel an excuse, but they were unfor-
especially bad for the upper- tunate. If we lost games when 
classmen. A guy like O'Mal- we were all healthy, then we're 
ley deserved a better fate than at fault." · 
ending his career sitting on the Looking back, the season 
sidelines." opener against Richmond, a 14-
Injuries were both abundant 7 loss, turned out to be critical. 
· and untimely for the Wildcats Before the game, Bowes an--
all season long. Quarterback Bob nounced that Carr haa- won the 
Jean played in nine of the ten starting job over the summer. 
games, but one has to-.......wonde,r "They were both very equal," 
how many of those he was truly said ~owes. "Statistically, Mark 
healthy for. Back-up Mark Carr . had done a better job, though, 
A Wildcat gets a little feisty with an Eagle from Boston College. 
The 'Cats record now s~ands at 0-5-1. (Craig Parker) 
. ' 
UNH's Mike Ryan gives a little extra on thi~ tun again,st UMass two weekends , ago. UNH 
lost to UConn Saturday, 31-21. (Craig Parker file photo) · 
and he deserved the oppm::tunity 
to start. I'm not going to second 
guess myself now." 
. ..... Carr played the first half of 
that game, didn't succeed at 
moving the team, and was 
replaced by Jean in the second 
half. From there,Jeanproceeded 
to rewri~e some UNH records 
as he c~mpleted 165 of 301 
passes ( 5 5 % ) , threw for 2,134 
yarcls, and connected on 15 
touchdowns, proving that he 
should have been the starter on 
that crisp September afternoo_n. 
'Cats lose 
His performance drew credit a force to be reckoned with. 
from Bowes and also a promise. This. season, after the loss to 
"Any time. a quarterback com- the Spiders, they reeled off s.ix 
pletes 5·5 % of his passes, you · straight wins. _Ah, but then . 
know he,'.s doing the job," said. comes the bottom ·of the sche-
Bowes. "Barring any crazy cir- dule. This year, 'unfortunately, 
cumstances between now and they hap to end, the,, season with 
next season, Booby will be the three must-win games against 
starter." . Maine, UMass, and UConn. 
This year's scenario was all Three mµst-win games in three 
too familiar. The 'Cats always weeks 'is not the way the season 
start out slow, whether it be should have ended as by that 
openers or first quartets of time, every football team's most 
games ( they we_re outscored 48-
42). _From there, they become · FINALE, page 23 
• • pair 1n Minnesota 
' -
By Paul Sweeney good in Minnesota, but no,r .to hat trick by center Jerry Chum-
The goaltender pla.ys hockey's the point where they could have ola and two shorthanded goals 
spotlight position. One night singlehandedly won those tG take the 7-1 win and better 
· he may steal the game from the games. They need some help. their record to 5-5-1. 
opposition, the next he might "The goaltending was quite "Most of those goals were 
give it to them. good," UNH coach Charlie Holt when they beat us in our own 
On other occasions, his is a said. "I feel better; about them end," Holt said. "They_ weren't 
thankless job, working hard than other parts of the team. the classic, break away goals. 
witfi no reward. The Wildcat We ·have have to develop a little Duluth played well and they just 
hockey team's freshman duo of ·· bit of team offense, it's too kille<:l us." , . · 
Pat Szturm and Pat Morrison concentrated right now. Our The Wildcats played better 
know that feeling. team defense is also weak and against Minnesota, trailing only 
Both played well over :the all of us, starting with the 3-2 entering the th-rid period. 
weekend in Minnesota, making coaching staff and th_e players, Three Gopher goals 'in the first 
74 saves combined, but the final have to work to improve that." five andH1 half minutes of the 
results were two more defeats The 'Cats didn't play their final pe_riod put the game away, 
which dropped the Wildcats best hockey on the Minnesota. though. ·, 
record to 0-5-1. trip. The team was outshot 87- UNH senior Tim Hanley 
Szturm, playing in front of 38. The .powerplay, 5 of 11 in scored his 100th point as a 
family and friends who ha_~ the previous two games, was 1 Wildcat when he assisted on 
come down. to Friday's game at of 13 and allowed two shor- Steve Horrter's goal in the first 
Minnesota-Duluth from his thanded goals. period. Hanley then scored 
hometown of Thunder Bay, "When the other team had himself late in the second period 
Ontario, made 39 saves (season the puck, they were doing some- · and Winnes' goal with less than 
. high) and lost 7-1. · thing with it," Holt said. "When a minute left in the . game 
Against Minnesota on Sat- w·e had it, they'd take it away wrapped up the UNH scoring. 
urday, Morrison was as good as from us.". ''I'd like to say we played a 
Szturm making 35 stops in In the Duluth game, the 'Cats · little··better in this game," Holt 
UNH's 6-3 loss. "It's 'hard," were down 2-0 before freshman said. Th.e difference in the size 
Morrison said about play'ing Chris Winnes scored an unas- . of the two rinks made for 
well and losing. "The 35 saves sisted,.shorthanded goal half different games, so Holt found 
me.ah nothing, though, unless '. way into ~he first period. That . it h_ard to compare the two. 
; you win the game." · · was all, though, and the Bulldogs . .. . , 
Szturm and Morrison were fro:m UMD benefitted from a MINNESOTA, page 23 .... 
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